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There Was a Black Hole that 
Swallowed the Universe
Chris Ferrie, illustrated by Susan Batori 

Spark creative conversations 
about celestial beings with 
this clever parody from the #1 
science author for kids! 
• Goodnight Lab and Scientist, Scientist have strong 

sales (Goodnight Lab 26K Bookscan RTD) and have 
established Chris Ferrie as a picture book author 
beyond Baby University

• Our fascination with space seems to have no limits, 
and it’s a popular topic that spans all age ranges—
space books have strong sales in multiple categories

• Using well-known rhymes to introduce complex 
concepts is a method that works and functions well 
in classrooms as well as at bedtime

From the #1 bestselling science author for kids comes a hilarious new take on the universe and everything in it. Using the 
familiar rhythm of “There Was an Old Lady Who Swallowed a Fly,” follow along as the black hole swallows up everything 
that exists, from the biggest to the smallest pieces of matter. The silly, vibrant artwork is sure to make stargazers of all 
ages smile. Included in the book are instructions for revealing secret, invisible text and artwork that reverses the story 
from nothing to the scientific creation of everything! 

CHRIS FERRIE is an award-winning physicist and is the senior lecturer for 
quantum software and information at the University of Technology Sydney. He 
has a master’s in applied mathematics, a BMath in mathematical physics, and 
a PhD in applied mathematics. He lives in Australia with his wife and children. 
Visit him at csferrie.com.

9781492680772
Juvenile Nonfiction
Sourcebooks Explore
World with translation

$17.99 U.S.
HC

40 Pages
Ages: 4-8

September 2019

9781492656173  July 2017
 

Rights Available Except: Chinese (S)

Also 
Available

9781492656180  April 2018

Rights Available Except: Chinese (S)

  
 

  
 

 
 

  
 

Read a 
Different Story 

Backward 
with a 

Black Light!
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Pranklab
Chris Ferrie, Byrne LaGinestra, Wade David Fairclough

Learn about science while performing fun and hilarious 
pranks in this unique book by the #1 bestselling 
science author for kids!

• STEAM is still a popular topic, and this is a FUN, hands-on way to introduce 
scientific theories

• Written by a quantum physicist and two science teachers, Pranklab is perfect for 
fans of Maker Lab, the Wimpy Kid series, and Junk Drawer Magical Adventures.

CHRIS FERRIE is an award-winning physicist and is the 
senior lecturer for quantum software and information at 
the University of Technology Sydney. He has a master’s 
in applied mathematics, a BMath in mathematical physics, 
and a PhD in applied mathematics. He lives in Australia 
with his wife and children. Visit him at csferrie.com.

9781728223742
Juvenile Nonfiction
Sourcebooks Explore
World with translation

$16.99 U.S.
TP

224 Pages
Ages: 8-12
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8 Little Planets
Chris Ferrie, illustrated by Lizzy Doyle

An exciting introduction to the solar system from Chris 
Ferrie, #1 science book writer for children and creator 
of the Baby University series.

• Fun and playful introduction to the solar system with scientific backing

• New format for Chris Ferrie will introduce him to a broader audience and can expand 
his reach

CHRIS FERRIE is an award-winning physicist and is the 
senior lecturer for quantum software and information at 
the University of Technology Sydney. He has a master’s 
in applied mathematics, a BMath in mathematical physics, 
and a PhD in applied mathematics. He lives in Australia 
with his wife and children. Visit him at csferrie.com.

9781492671244
Juvenile Nonfiction
Sourcebooks Explore
World with translation

$10.99 U.S.
Board Book

18 Pages
Ages: 0-3

Rights Available Except: French, Polish, Chinese (S), VietnameseO
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I Heart Pluto
Chris Ferrie, Helen Maynard-Casely, illustrated by Lizzy Doyle

New from Chris Ferrie, the #1 science author for kids! 
A new board book for poor little Pluto, the minor planet 
who no longer fits in.

• Proven sales success of 8 Little Planets (sold over 20K copies since publication!), 
Baby University and Chris Ferrie

• Bright and cheerful illustration style and unique die-cut format appeal to customers 
and retailers

CHRIS FERRIE is an award-winning physicist and is the senior lecturer for quantum software and information at the 
University of Technology Sydney. He has a master’s in applied mathematics, a BMath in mathematical physics, and a PhD in 
applied mathematics. He lives in Australia with his wife and children. Visit him at csferrie.com. Visit him at csferrie.com.  
 
DR. HELEN MAYNARD-CASELY is an instrument scientist for the WOMBAT high-intensity powder diffractometer at the 
Australian Centre for Neutron Scattering. Her expertise is in the study of small molecules and ices under pressure.

9781728205243
Juvenile Nonfiction
Sourcebooks Explore
World with translation

$10.99 U.S.
Board Book

18 Pages
Ages: 0-3
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More Titles 
in the Series!

My First 100 Art Words
9781728214436 / Board Book
$6.99 / April 2020

My First 100 Engineering Words
9781728214429 / Board Book
$6.99 / April 2020

My First 100 Mathematics Words
9781728214443 / Board Book
$6.99 / April 2020

My First 100 Technology Words
9781728214412 / Board Book
$6.99 / April 2020

My First 100 Nature Words
9781728220345 / Board Book
$6.99 / November 2020

My First 100 Space Words
9781728220376 / Board Book
$6.99 / December 2020

My First 100 Ocean Words
9781728228600 / Board Book
$6.99 / December 2020

My First 100 Construction Words
9781728228624 / Board Book
$6.99 / January 2021

My First 100 Animal Words
9781728228617 / Board Book
$6.99 / February 2021

My First 100 Science Words
9781728214405 / Board Book

$6.99 / April 2020

Each spread in this science primer focuses on 8 
to 12 words related to physics, biology, geography, 
thermodynamics, astronomy, chemistry and more!

      MY FIRST 100
STEAM WORDS SERIES

By Chris Ferrie
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Let’s Ride a Wave! • Book 2 • Wave Physics
9781492680581 • HC • $14.99 • June 2020
Discover all about light and sound waves by learning about how 
different types of waves move and what they can be used for.

Let’s Get Moving! • Book 3 • Newton’s Laws of Motion
9781492680598 • HC • $14.99 • June 2020
Discover how things move by learning the three laws of motion 
created by Sir Isaac Newton.

Let’s Make a Rainbow! • Book 4 • Optical Physics
9781492680604 • HC • $14.99 • June 2020
Discover how rainbows are made by learning about light absorption, reflection, and refraction.

Let’s Race! • Book 5 • Special Relativity
9781492680611 • HC • $14.99 • August 2020
Discover why time flies when you’re having fun by learning the physics of space and time.

Let’s Clean Up! • Book 6 • Statistical Physics
9781492680628 • HC • $14.99 • August 2020
Discover why it feels so hard to keep your room clean by learning about entropy and probability.

Let’s Time Travel! • Book 7 • General Relativity
9781492680635 • HC • $14.99 • October 2020
Discover whether time travel is possible by learning about the four dimensions of time.

Let’s Power Up! • Book 8 • Electrical Engineering/
The Science of Electricity
9781492680642 • HC • $14.99 • October 2020
Discover what makes objects shock you by learning about  
electrons and electric currents.

Let’s Get Tiny!
Book 9 • Quantum Physics
9781492680659 • HC • $14.99 • December 2020
Discover what everything in the world 
is made of by learning about the parts
of an atom.

Let’s Get Glowing!
Book 10 • Physics of Radioactivity
9781492680666 • HC • $14.99 • December 2020
Discover how everything is radioactive and 
learn about the different types of 
radioactive decay.

Everyday 
Science Academy 

By Chris Ferrie

Let’s Fly a Plane!
Book 1 • Aerospace Engineering
9781492680574 • HC • $14.99 • June 2020

Discover how planes fly by learning the four forces of
flight: thrust, drag, lift, and weight.

10 Books 
in the Series!
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It’s never too early to introduce 
small children to BIG IDEAS 

9781492656289
October 2017

Rights Sold: Chinese (S) 
and Vietnamese

9781492656241
October 2017  

Rights Sold: Vietnamese

9781492656319
October 2017 

Rights Sold: Chinese (S) 
and Vietnamese

9781492671121
May 2018

Rights Sold: Chinese (S) 
and Vietnamese

9781492671145
June 2018

Rights Sold: Chinese (S) 
and Vietnamese

9781492671213
January 2019

Rights Sold: Chinese (S) 

Keep children learning THROUGHOUT CHILDHOOD!

ABCwith the beloved                   book series!

9781728220406
August 2020

Juvenile Nonfiction/Board Book  |  $9.99  |  8" x 8"  |  World with translation

9781728205786  |  April 2020
$9.99  |  8” x 8”  |  World with Translation

From one of NASCAR’s first 
female mechanics comes a book 

about what makes things go! 

NEW TO BABY UNIVERSITY:

Z is for Zoom
Ashley Parlett Malec, illustrated by Teresa Bellón

NEW!

9781492680819
August 2020

9781492694014
September 2020

NEW!NEW!
NEW!
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Don’t miss the series 

EVERYONE is talking about!

More than 750,000 of Chris Ferrie’s titles have been sold!

9781492656265
May 2017

Rights Sold: Dutch, German, Greek, Italian, 
Japanese, Polish, Romanian, Russian, Turkish, 

and Vietnamese

9781492656203
May 2017

Rights Sold: Greek, Italian, 
Turkish, and Vietnamese

9781492656227
May 2017 

Rights Sold: Dutch, German, Greek, Italian, 
Japanese, Polish, Romanian, Russian, 

Turkish, and Vietnamese

9781492656258
May 2017

Rights Sold: Dutch, German, Greek, 
Italian, Polish, Romanian, Russian, 

Turkish, and Vietnamese

9781492656210
July 2017

Rights Sold: Italian, Russian, 
and Vietnamese

9781492656234
July 2017

Rights Sold: Vietnamese

9781492656296
January 2018

Rights Sold: German, 
Russian, and Vietnamese

9781492656302
January 2018

Rights Sold: Vietnamese

9781492656272
January 2018

Rights Sold: Vietnamese

9781492671183
April 2018

Rights Sold: Chinese (S) and 
Vietnamese

9781492671176
May 2018

Rights Sold: Chinese (S), 
Polish, Romanian, and 

Vietnamese

9781492671169
May 2018

Rights Sold: Chinese (S), 
Polish, Romanian, and 

Vietnamese

9781492671152
June 2018

Rights Sold: Chinese (S), 
German, and Vietnamese

9781492671138
July 2018

Rights Sold: Chinese (S), 
German, Greek, and 

Vietnamese

Bestseller!Bestseller! Bestseller! Bestseller!

9781492680789
January 2019

Rights Sold: Chinese (S) 

9781492671206
March 2019

Rights Sold: Chinese (S) 

9781492671190
March 2019 

Rights Sold: Chinese (S)  
and Dutch

9781492680796
July 2019

Juvenile Nonfiction/Board Book  |  $9.99  |  8" x 8"  |  World with translation

9781492680826
August 2020

NEW!
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Baby Medical School & Baby Biochemist
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9781492694007
April 2020

Sourcebooks Explore | Juvenile Nonfiction/Board Book | $9.99 U.S. | Ages: 0-3 | World with translation

9781492693987
April 2020

9781492694045
August 2020

9781492694052
September 2020

9781492694021
September 2020

9781492694038
September 2020

The bestselling scientific series is expanding! New scientific topics covered using 
whimsical artwork and humorous text, from leading medical expert Cara Florance!
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I Can CodeBaby Medical School & Baby Biochemist

I Can Code: If/Then
Vicky Fang, illustrated by Jade Orlando

Experts are saying every child needs to know the 
basics of coding—this series will get them started 
as early as possible!

• Knowledgeable author: Author is an expert in her field and has connections 
with Google and Intel Labs

• A concept teachers and parents will love: Coding is an area that educators 
and experts say every child needs to know the basics of—this series will get 
kids started as early as possible!

• Approachable and interactive: Books introduce the fundamental building 
blocks of coding through a toddler’s everyday world

9781728209579
Juvenile Nonfiction
Sourcebooks Explore

$8.99 U.S.
Board Book

12 Pages
Ages 0-3

World with translation

O
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I Can Code: And/Or
Vicky Fang, illustrated by Jade Orlando

Experts are saying every child needs to know the 
basics of coding—this series will get them started 
as early as possible!

• Knowledgeable author: Author is an expert in her field and has connections 
with Google and Intel Labs

• A concept teachers and parents will love: Coding is an area that educators 
and experts say every child needs to know the basics of—this series will get 
kids started as early as possible!

• Approachable and interactive: Books introduce the fundamental building 
blocks of coding through a toddler’s everyday world

Vicky Fang is a technology designer of kids’ experiences, working at Google and Intel Labs. She 
started writing to support the growing need of early coding education particularly for girls and 
minorities.

9781728209593
Juvenile Nonfiction
Sourcebooks Explore

$8.99 U.S.
Board Book

12 Pages
Ages 0-3

World with translation
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No Reading Allowed
The WORST Read-Aloud Book Ever
Raj Haldar and ChrIs Carpenter, 
illustrated by Bryce Gladfelter 

From the #1 New York Times 
bestselling author of P is for 
Pterodactyl comes another 
hilarious fresh look at the 
English language. 
• Follow up to the #1 New York Times bestseller P Is 

for Pterodactyl, which has sold nearly 200K copies 
in a year

• Perfect for young kids, older kids, ESL kids, and 
grown-ups who like wordplay 

In this delightful new book, pairs of similar-sounding sentences are illustrated in two hilariously different ways. These 
illustrations gone awry highlight how absurd the English language can be. But have no fear! The illustrations will give you 
all the clues you need to decipher the true meanings behind these wily words. You won’t be tricked by phrases like “C 
Major, it’s a beautiful key! / See Major, it’s a beautiful quay!” Context clues, bright illustrations, and rhyming words will help 
readers navigate the ridiculous text with ease. 

Better known by his stage name Lushlife, Raj Haldar is an American rapper, 
composer, and producer from Philadelphia, Pennsylvania. Connect with him 
on Twitter @lushlifemedia.  
 
CHRIS CARPENTER is a software developer for a tech startup in New York.  
 
An adventurer at heart, Bryce Gladfelter honed his skills in the arts during 
hours spent drawing on trains and buses, people-watching in markets, and 
wandering the natural world. Bryce’s illustrations are featured in magazines 
and product labels around the country. He currently resides in Philadelphia, 
Pennsylvania.

9781728206592
Juvenile Nonfiction/Picture 
Book
Sourcebooks Explore
World with translation

$17.99 U.S.
HC

40 Pages
Ages: 4-8

November 2020

9781492674313 November 2018
 

Also 
Available
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WORD TRAVELERS Book 2
Raj Haldar

• Great adventure and mystery story that sneaks in some cultural learning and 
vocabulary development

• Author worked with an educational consultant to help develop content; 
Alycia Zimmerman is a Princeton graduate, has written for Netflix’s The Magic 
School Bus, and taught third grade in New York City

• Includes a glossary of terms in the back with details on the word origins—
great for the school and library market

Also known by his stage name Lushlife, Raj Haldar is an American rapper, composer, and producer 
from Philadelphia, Pennsylvania. He’s also the #1 New York Times bestselling author of P Is for 
Pterodactyl. Connect with him on Twitter @lushlifemedia.

9781728222080
Juvenile Fiction/Chapter Book
Sourcebooks Explore

$5.99 U.S.
TP

112 Pages
Ages: 7-10

World with translation

M
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WORD TRAVELERS Book 1
Raj Haldar

• Great adventure and mystery story that sneaks in some cultural learning and 
vocabulary development

• Author worked with an educational consultant to help develop content; 
Alycia Zimmerman is a Princeton graduate, has written for Netflix’s The Magic 
School Bus, and taught third grade in New York City.

• Includes a glossary of terms in the back with details on the word origins—
great for the school and library market

Also known by his stage name Lushlife, Raj Haldar is an American rapper, composer, and producer 
from Philadelphia, Pennsylvania. He’s also the #1 New York Times bestselling author of P Is for 
Pterodactyl. Connect with him on Twitter @lushlifemedia.

9781728222059
Juvenile Fiction/Chapter Book
Sourcebooks Explore

$5.99 U.S.
TP

112 Pages
Ages: 7-10

World with translation
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A Thousand No’s

DJ Corchin, illustrated by Dan Dougherty 

Even great ideas sometimes get 
a NO—but that NO can actually 
help great ideas become the 
best ideas! 

• Whimsical illustrations reminiscent of Shel 
Silverstein

• Simple yet powerful story that promotes growth 
mindset, grit, and perseverance

• A great gift for creative and enterprising kids and 
adults!

There was a little girl who had a great idea. She had the most amazing, superb, best idea ever! 
NO? Wait, what do you mean NO? NO again? 
What is she supposed to do with all these NO’s? 
 
NO after NO after NO come the little girl’s way, twisting and squishing her idea. But by persevering, collaborating, and 
using a little imagination, all those NO’s become the building blocks for the biggest YES ever! 
 
A Thousand NO’s is a story about perseverance and innovation. It shows what amazing things can happen if we work with 
others and don’t give up, and it teaches kids not to let expectations of how things should be get in the way of what 
could be. 

DJ CORCHIN is an award-winning children’s book author and illustrator. 
He uses his unique humor and wit to focus on socially conscious messages 
involving kindness, communication, and emotional awareness. He currently 
lives and works in Chicago, Illinois.

9781728219196
Juvenile Fiction/Picture Book
Sourcebooks Explore
World with translation

$17.99 U.S.
HC

40 Pages
Ages: 4-8

August 2020
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Band Nerds
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Sourcebooks Explore
Young Adult Nonfiction

$12.99 U.S. | TP | Ages: 12-18
World with translation

9781728219769
October 2020

9781728219790
December 2020

9781728219851
December 2020

9781728219820
October 2020

The perfect gift for a current 
band member or band 
director and a hilarious look 
back for band alumni. 
• The perfect gift for anyone proud to proclaim 

they are or were a band nerd

• The humor appeals to high school students as 
well as adults

• Thousands of students across the country and 
around the world enter band programs each 
year; even more were either in a band program 
or know someone who is



“I Feel”

9781728219462
November 2020

Sourcebooks Explore | Juvenile Nonfiction | $14.99 U.S. | HC | Ages: 4-8 | World with translation

9781728219738
November 2020

9781728219523
January 2021

9781728219707
November 2020

Explore the complex world of feelings with the fun and uplifting I Feel… series!

• Praised by experts: I Feel… books have been celebrated by therapists, psychologists, teachers, and parents as wonderful 
tools to help children develop self awareness for their own feelings and the feelings of their friends

• Accessible introduction to emotional intelligence: The colorful illustrations and simple text make these books a great early 
resource for parents and teachers to help kids build their empathy and emotional intelligence

• Fun for kids: The silly illustrations and fun rhymes make these books just as fun as they are helpful for kids

s o u r c e b o o k s
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“I Feel”“I Feel”

9781728219585
March 2021

9781728219615
March 2021

9781728219554
January 2021

9781728219493
March 2021

9781728219646
March 2021

9781728219677
January 2021

14
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This sweet, giftable cookbook introduces little chefs to simple 

recipes they can execute (mostly) on their own! 

Written by expert food blogger Danielle Kartes, this is Written by expert food blogger Danielle Kartes, this is 

the first cookbook every aspiring chef should own!the first cookbook every aspiring chef should own!

978-1-7282-1414-6  |  Board Book

$9.99  |  April 2020  |  Ages 0–3

More Little Chef, Coming Soon!More Little Chef, Coming Soon!
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Grandma and Me in the KitchenGrandma and Me in the Kitchen  |  978-1-7282-1415-3  |  HC  |  $12.99  |  April 2020  |  Ages 4–6

Mom and Me in the Kitchen Mom and Me in the Kitchen  |  978-1-7282-1416-0  |  HC  |  $12.99  |  April 2020  |  Ages 4–6

Grandpa and Me in the Kitchen Grandpa and Me in the Kitchen  |  978-1-7282-1418-4  |  HC  |  $12.99  |  May 2020  |  Ages 4–6

Dad and Me in the KitchenDad and Me in the Kitchen  |  978-1-7282-1417-7  |  HC  |  $12.99  |  May 2020  |  Ages 4–6

My First Cookbook My First Cookbook  |  978-1-7282-1419-1  |  HC  |  $16.99  |  October 2020  |  Ages 4–8

World with translationWorld with translation

978-1-7282-2113-7  |  Board Book

$9.99  |  September 2020  |  Ages 0–3
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Rock Bios

Sourcebooks Explore | Juvenile Nonfiction | $14.99 U.S. | HC | Ages: 4-8 | World English

With simple stories and sophisticated artwork, this series is perfect for fans 
and their kids!

• Committed following: Bands in this new series have lifelong, dedicated fans

• A new, kid-friendly series: Enter the world of Band Bios, a picture book series that gives children a look into the history of 
some of the biggest bands around

• Interest resurgence: Vinyl albums are experiencing a huge resurgence in popularity, and this picture book format is a 
throwback to that size and shape

9781728210940
August 2020

9781728210919
August 2020

9781728210889
October 2020

9781728210971
October 2020

16
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Alan Turing and the Power of 
Curiosity
Karla Valenti with Micaela Crespo Quesada PhD, illustrated by 
Annalisa Beghelli

One sunny day in June, a new super science hero 
was born. He hadn’t figured out he was a super 
science hero, though everyone else around him 
was pretty sure about this early on.

• As one of the most influential code breakers of World War II and the father of 
computer science, Alan Turing’s accomplishments are a new point of interest 
worldwide

• Unique storytelling highlights Alan Turing’s accomplishments through the 
lens of superhero powers—his ability to stay curious, deduct, and decode

KARLA VALENTI is a children’s book author with a bilingual background and law degree. She has 
lived all over the world but currently resides in the Chicagoland area with her husband and children. 
Visit her atkarlavalenti.com. 
 
ANNALISA BEGHELLI is a former architect turned graphic designer and illustrator. She studied at 
MiMaster in Milan and currently lives in Italy. Visit her atannalisabeghelli.com. 
 
MICAELA CRESPO QUESADA is a researcher and scientific project manager with a PhD in chemical 
engineering.

9781728220437
Juvenile Fiction/Picture Book
Sourcebooks Explore

$17.99 U.S.
HC

48 Pages
Ages: 4-8

World with translation
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Marie Curie and the Power of 
Persistence
Karla Valenti with Micaela Crespo Quesada PhD, illustrated by 
Annalisa Beghelli

The first book in a biographical series about the 
most accomplished scientists with “superhero” 
powers!

• Educational back matter: Includes a scientific glossary of terms, a timeline, a 
key facts section, and a list of further resources

• Female-focused: Women-centric picture book biographies is a growing and 
thriving category

KARLA VALENTI is a children’s book author with a bilingual background and law degree. She has 
lived all over the world but currently resides in the Chicagoland area with her husband and children. 
Visit her atkarlavalenti.com. 
 
ANNALISA BEGHELLI is a former architect turned graphic designer and illustrator. She studied at 
MiMaster in Milan and currently lives in Italy. Visit her atannalisabeghelli.com. 
 
MICAELA CRESPO QUESADA is a researcher and scientific project manager with a PhD in chemical 
engineering.

9781728213569
Juvenile Fiction/Picture Book
Sourcebooks Explore

$17.99 U.S.
HC

48 Pages
Ages: 4-8

World with translation
Rights Available Except: Portuguese 
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Dinosaur Lady
The Daring Discoveries of Mary Anning, the First Paleontologist
Linda Skeers, illustrated by Marta Álvarez Miguéns

Did you know a woman scientist discovered 
the first dinosaur bones? Learn all about how 
she changed the world in this new picture book 
biography!

• Knowledgeable author and proven track record: Written by the author of 
Women Who Dared, which has sold nearly 40,000 copies in three years

• Back matter included: Provides additional facts about dinosaurs and Mary 
Anning’s scientific discoveries, which is perfect for schools, libraries, and 
storytimes

• Trending topics: Dinosaurs + information about a groundbreaking woman 
scientist = a winning combination that will engage and excite children and 
adults

LINDA SKEERS is the author of several critically acclaimed children’s books. She also teaches 
picture book writing workshops, including sessions on writing humor for kids. She lives in Iowa. Visit 
her atlindaskeers.com.

9781728209517
Juvenile Nonfiction/Picture 
Book
Sourcebooks Explore

$17.99 U.S.
HC

40 Pages
Ages: 4-8

World with translation
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All the Way to the Top
How One Girl’s Fight for Americans with Disabilities Changed Everything
Annette Bay Pimentel, illustrated by Nabi H. Ali

The inspiring true story of Jennifer Keelan, the 
activist whose participation in the Capitol Crawl 
at just eight years old encouraged Congress to 
pass the Americans with Disabilities Act.

• This book celebrates youth activism and disability rights and provides 
visibility for an underrepresented group in children’s literature; publication 
will coincide with the thirtieth anniversary of the Capitol Crawl and the 
passing of the ADA

• Author Annette Bay Pimentel is a veteran writer and strong self-promoter, and 
both Jennifer and her mother will be involved in the making and promotion of 
this book; Jennifer is contributing a foreword

ANNETTE BAY PIMENTEL has published two picture book biographies: Mountain Chef, which won 
the Carter G. Woodson Book Award, and Girl, Running, which was a Junior Library Guild pick and 
received a Starred Review. She lives in Moscow, Idaho. Visit her at annettebaypimentel.com.

9781492688976
JJuvenile Nonfiction/Biography
Sourcebooks Explore

$17.99 U.S.
HC

32 Pages
Ages: 4-8

World with translation
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How Big Is Baby Now?
Maryann Cocca-Leffler

This unique die-cut board book is the perfect gift for kids 
wondering what’s going on inside Mom’s pregnant belly.

• Unique book children will love: While it’s common in books for parents, no other 
children’s book correlates belly size to tangible objects in this way

• Design appeal: Maryann’s sweet art style creates a classic look that is sure to last 
for many years

• Relatable and useful: References to common objects help children understand the 
size of the baby growing inside of Mom’s ever-expanding tummy 

MARYANN COCCA-LEFFLER has been writing and 
illustrating children’s books for more than thirty years 
and has published more than fifty books. She graduated 
from Massachusetts College of Art in 1980 with a BFA in 
illustration and lives in Maine.

9781492691457
Juvenile Nonfiction/Board Book
Sourcebooks Explore
World with translation

$10.99 U.S.
Board Book

16 Pages
Ages: 4-8
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The Secret Life of Boogers
Mariona Tolosa Sisteré

A hilariously disgusting and scientific look at boogers 
and how they can get us out of sticky situations!

• Entertaining: Full of fresh, fun, and colorful illustrations with text that combines 
gross-out humor and real science behind snot and why we need it

• Educational back matter: Includes scientific facts as well as tips on how kids can 
take care of themselves when they have a snotty nose

• Planned series: The first in a series designed to learn about everyday health science 
in an approachable way for young readers

MARIONA TOLOSA SISTERÉ is an author-illustrator in 
Barcelona. She creates images that depict how people feel, 
what we learn, our fears, what makes us happy, and what 
excites us. Visit her atmarionatolosasistere.com.

9781728209555
Juvenile Nonfiction/Picture Book
Sourcebooks Explore
World English

$17.99 U.S.
HC

32 Pages
Ages: 4-8
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Dinosaurs Can’t Roar
Layla Beason, illustrated by Mariano Epelbaum

Fact meets fiction in this humorous story about how 
what we think we know about dinosaurs may not 
always be true.

• Growth mindset opportunity: Offers a unique approach to the popular dinosaur 
space by confronting common dinosaur misconceptions in children’s products, 
encouraging readers to always keep an open mind when it comes to science

• Fun reading experience: Hilarious characters that transform in the art and goofy 
facts create a fun experience for parents and teachers to read to children

LAYLA BEASON is a writer, photographer, and dinosaur lover. She lives in Chicago with her husband, two children, and a 
four-year-old dachshund named Harry. 
 
MARIANO EPELBAUM is an illustrator and character designer from Buenos Aires. He worked as the art director for the 
animated film Underdogs and enjoys trying different styles of illustration inspired by each project he works on. When he’s not 
working, he likes playing with his two daughters, watching movies, and going for walks outdoors. Visit him online at 
mariano.artstation.com.

9781492693659
Juvenile Fiction/Picture Book
Sourcebooks Wonderland
World with translation

$17.99 U.S.
HC

40 Pages
Ages: 4-7
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Mars’ First Friends
Come on Over, Rovers!
Susanna Leonard Hill, illustrated by 
Elisa Paganelli 

A heartwarming story about the 
little red planet who just wants 
a pet! 
• A sweet, heartwarming story about the Mars rovers 

told for the first time from the planet’s perspective

• Wider focus on the solar system as a family unit 
makes for a cute and relatable family read

• Features educational back matter about the solar 
system, Mars, and NASA’s Mars rovers

Mars has been asking his dad, the Sun, for a pet for forever. He’s lonely and just wants someone to play with! But after 
talking to each planet in the solar system and asking to play, no one has time for poor Mars. Then, Earth sends her 
little brother a gift: two rovers named Spirit and Opportunity that become Mars’ first pets. The rovers roam all over Mars’ 
surface, and he is so happy to finally have his pets. Maybe he will have more pets in the future… 

SUSANNA LEONARD HILL is the New York Times bestselling author of 
Moon’s First Friends, as well as many other award-winning books for children. 
She does frequent school and library visits, teaches picture book writing, and 
offers picture book critiques. She lives in New York’s Mid-Hudson Valley with 
her children and two rescue dogs. 
  
ELISA PAGANELLI attended the Art Institute in Modena and the illustration 
course at IED European Institute of Design in Turin, Italy, and has worked 
as a creative designer since she was a young student. Over the years, 
she has run a design shop and studio, received awards as a young female 
entrepreneur, and today works as an illustrator full-time from her office 
accompanied by her dogs and cats.

9781728205182
Juvenile Fiction/Picture Book
Sourcebooks Wonderland
World with translation

$17.99 U.S.
HC

40 Pages
Ages: 4-8

June 2020
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Moon’s First Friends
One Giant Leap for Friendship
Susanna Leonard Hill, illustrated by 
Elisa Paganelli
A heartwarming story of 
a friendship-seeking moon 
that also commemorates the 
extraordinary 50th anniversary 
of the Apollo 11 mission! 

• A different way to tell the story: This charming tale 
takes a new approach to books about the moon 
landing by telling it from the moon’s perspective

• Perfect timing to commemorate the lunar landing: 
A perfect learning tool and companion to the 50th 
anniversary of the momentous first moon landing

• Educational back matter: Includes out-of-this-
world facts about the moon, space flight, and the 
individuals who made the mission possible

From high up in the sky, the Moon has spent her whole life with the 
watchful eye of a parent focusing on the happenings of Earth below. 
Dinosaurs roam, pyramids are built, boats are made, and planes 
take flight, but she remains a lonely little orb floating out in space 
alone. Until, one day, a spaceship soars from Earth…and so does 
her heart. 

SUSANNA LEONARD HILL is the award-winning author of more than a 
dozen books for children. She teaches an online picture book writing class 
and does frequent school and library visits. She lives in New York’s Hudson 
Valley with her husband, children, and two rescue dogs.

9781492656807
Juvenile Fiction/Picture Book
Sourcebooks Wonderland
World with translation

$17.99 U.S.
HC

40 Pages
Ages: 4-8

July 2019

Rights Available Except: Hebrew, Thai, and Turkish
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Bestselling Series

How to Catch a Leprechaun
978-1-4926-3291-7

How to Catch a Monster
978-1-4926-4894-9

How to Catch an Elf
978-1-4926-4631-0

How to Catch a Mermaid
978-1-4926-6247-1

How to Catch a Turkey
978-1-4926-6435-2

HOW TO CATCH SERIES • $10.99 • 8 x 8 • Hardcover

Over 550,000 Copies Sold!

How to Catch a Dinosaur
978-1-4926-8052-9

How to Catch a Unicorn
978-1-4926-6973-9

How to Catch the Tooth Fairy
978-1-4926-3733-2

How to Catch the Easter Bunny
978-1-4926-3817-9

New York 
Times 

Bestseller!

New York 
Times 

Bestseller!

New York 
Times 

Bestseller!

How to Catch a Dragon
978-1-4926-9369-7

Rights Available

How to Catch a Yeti 
978-1-7282-1674-4
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How to Catch a Leprechaun
World with translation except French, Italian, and Spanish

How to Catch a Monster
World with translation except French, Italian, and Spanish

How to Catch an Elf
World with translation except Italian and Spanish

How to Catch a Mermaid
World with translation except Spanish

World with translation 
available for all 
territories for the 

other titles
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Trap the Monster
Agnese Baruzzi 

What monster are you afraid 
of? This silly and interactive 
narrative shows you how to 
laugh at your fears and face 
your monsters! 
• Interactive narrative will inspire repeat reads: This 

inventive format that includes die-cuts offers a new 
approach to interactive book concepts

• Demonstrates how to turn fear into power: By 
tackling common childhood fears in a fun way, this 
book empowers kids to face their fears

• Year-round retail promotions: Monsters have year-
round appeal, but it’s also perfect for Halloween 
promotions and storytime

Turn the pages in this delightfully silly board book, and put a wolf in jail, send a vampire away in a rocket ship, and 
smash a monster with a fly swatter…until there’s nothing left to be scared of! Created by artist Agnese Baruzzi, this book 
features unique die-cuts that “trap” the creatures. A silly, interactive narrative with a surprise escape ending is sure to 
inspire repeat reads. 

As the daughter of a typographer and a librarian, AGNESE BARUZZI grew 
up surrounded by books and always loved them. She has a degree in graphic 
design and has been working as a children’s author and illustrator since 
2001. Baruzzi lives in the countryside close to Bologna, Italy.

9781728209456
Juvenile Fiction/Board Book
Sourcebooks Jabberwocky
World English

$8.99 U.S.
Board Book

24 Pages
Ages: 0-4

September 2020
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Tyra and Tops: Tons of Fun
A. J. Smith

A fun dinosaur story about standing out and being 
yourself!

• From We Don’t Eat Our Classmates to Dinosaurs Love Underpants, silly 
dinosaur stories are some of the most popular picture books

• Teaches an important lesson that there is no “right” way to fit in and to 
pursue what makes you happy

• Vibrant artwork and a clever text make this an excellent read-aloud

Illustrator/authorA. J. SMITH specializes in silly stories and funny drawings. He’s illustrated eleven 
books for children. Previously, AJ worked as an animator/designer in New York City on fun shows like 
Courage the Cowardly Dog and Sheep in the Big City. AJ lives in Newburyport, Massachusetts. Visit 
him at evenmonsters.com.

9781492684121
Juvenile Fiction/Picture Book
Sourcebooks Jabberwocky

$17.99 U.S.
HC

32 Pages
Ages 3–8

World with translation
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Always So Grumpy
Erin Guendelsberger, illustrated by AndoTwin

A fun, interactive book that proves how you can 
turn a grumpy mood around!

• Interactive fun for families: With its endearing message and playful prompts, 
this book is a fun activity to share together

• Bestselling, evergreen topic: Picture books about emotional wellness and 
grumpiness are extremely popular and evergreen with recent bestsellers in 
the category

• Unique take on popular, interactive books: Fun and interactive children’s 
books are bestsellers, and this is a new concept not done before

Erin Guendelsberger writes stories and poems. She studied writing at Hamline University and Bowling 
Green State University and now pursues adventure in Ohio with her husband, daughters, and a cat 
named Hennimore.

9781728216201
Juvenile Fiction/Picture Book
Sourcebooks Wonderland

$10.99 U.S.
HC

40 Pages
Ages: 4-7

World with translation
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Fussy Flamingo
Shelly Vaughan James, illustrated by Matthew Rivera

Lola doesn’t like her dinner, so she sneaks other 
food…with hilarious results! 

• Evergreen issue: This helps conquer the age-old issue of picky eating in a 
new and funny way

• Cute, quirky animal: It’s time for the next big quirky animal in picture books: 
enter the flamingo!

• Interesting back matter: There will be some back matter included on 
flamingos and the food highlighted throughout the text

SHELLY VAUGHAN JAMES is the author/coauthor of five cookbooks in the Idiot’s Guide series and 
has penned the syndicated food column “Serving Up Midwest Memories.” She lives with her family in 
Ohio. This is her debut picture book. Visit her on Twitter @shellyvjames. 
 
MATTHEW RIVERA originally hails from Arizona. He worked many years as an art director for 
agencies, large corporations, and toy companies before becoming an illustrator. He now lives in 
California. Visit him at matthewdidit.com.

9781728209708
Juvenile Fiction/Picture Book
Sourcebooks Jabberwocky

$17.99 U.S.
HC

40 Pages
Ages 4–8

World with translation
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The Elephants’ Guide to Hide-
and-Seek
Kjersten Hayes, illustrated by Gladys Jose

A hide-and-seek guide for all of your elephant best 
friends!

• Quirky and fresh: A guidebook for elephants is a funny and unique form of 
storytelling that brings something new to the picture-book space

• Sweet message: This book ends with a sweet message of friendship that the 
school/library community will respond to

• Great read-aloud: Parents will love the amusing text, and kids will have fun 
seeing all the silly places the elephant tries to hide

KJERSTEN HAYES is a debut author based in Bellingham, Washington. She has spent many years 
creating and selling independent collage work, greeting cards, and handmade art journals. Visit her 
atkjersten.com. 
 
GLADYS JOSE is a freelance illustrator and designer, living in Orlando, Florida. She studied art at the 
University of Central Florida and graduated with a BFA specializing in graphic design. She works from 
her studio at home for numerous clients. Visit her online at gladysjose.com.

9781492678465
Juvenile Fiction/Picture Book
Sourcebooks Jabberwocky

$17.99 U.S.
HC

32 Pages
Ages 4–8

World with translation
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Pirate Nell’s Tale to Tell
A Storybook Adventure
Helen Docherty, illustrated by Thomas 
Docherty 

From the author/illustrator team 
behind The Snatchabook comes 
a book-filled adventure on the 
high seas! 
• The Snatchabook was a #1 Indie Next pick, was 

nominated for/won several state awards, and has 
sold more than 60,400 net copies; The Storybook 
Knight has sold more than 34,300 net copies

• Little Lou and the storybook treasure has universal 
appeal for booksellers, librarians, teachers, 
reviewers, bloggers, and book clubs and fairs

• Fun, bright illustrations and expertly rhymed text 
will make this a book readers come back to time and 
again

Lou is finally a pirate!  
 
And she has her trusty Pirate’s Almanac to help her sail the seas, even if Captain Gnash doesn’t like books on his ship. 
But when the journey gets rough and the captain is in trouble, it’s Lou and all her pirate knowledge that saves the day and 
leads them to the greatest buried treasure of all…  
 

HELEN DOCHERTY has spent most of her career as a language teacher, 
most recently specializing in Spanish. THOMAS DOCHERTY studied 
metalwork and sculpture at college before becoming an illustrator of 
children’s book. His website is thomasdocherty.co.uk. Helen and Thomas live 
in Wales with their two young daughters.

9781492698678
Juvenile Fiction/Picture Book
Sourcebooks Jabberwocky
World with translation

$17.99 U.S.
HC

40 Pages
Ages 4–8

September 2020
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Somebunny Loves You
Rose Rossner, illustrated by Jessica Gibson

Tell your egg-stra special little peep that they make 
you very hoppy with this pun-derful book! 

• Easter and springtime books are a bestselling children’s category, and this is a 
unique way to stand out

• Adorable illustrations and charming puns tap into popular dad jokes trend

• Perfect way to say “I love you!” for spring, Easter, and all year round!

ROSE ROSSNER is a children’s book author living in 
Omaha, Nebraska, with her wife, two kids, and a husky, 
Dino. She tries to write every single day, but most of all, 
she loves reading to her children, and sometimes Dino too!

9781728223438
Juvenile Fiction/Board Book
Sourcebooks Wonderland
World with translation

$8.99 U.S.
Board Book (Casebound)

24 Pages
Ages: 0-3
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I Love You Like No Otter
Rose Rossner, illustrated by Sydney Hanson

Give hedgehugs and kisses to your little squeakheart 
with this pun-tastic book! Purrfect for anyone you love 
beary much.

• Sweet animal puns are trending all over the internet, especially in the baby space

• Perfect way to say “I love you!” for Valentine’s Day and all year round!

ROSE ROSSNER is a children’s book author living in 
Omaha, Nebraska, with her wife, two kids, and a husky, 
Dino. She tries to write every single day, but most of all, 
she loves reading to her children, and sometimes Dino too!

9781728213743
Juvenile Fiction/Picture Book
Sourcebooks Wonderland
World with translation

$8.99 U.S.
Board Book (Casebound)

24 Pages
Ages 0–3
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I Love You More, Babysaur
Rose Rossner

There’s no better way to say “I love you” than with a 
clever and heartwarming dinosaur pun!
• New take on evergreen topics: A punbelievably adorable combination of the 

bestselling topics love, dinosaurs, and dad jokes

• A sweet keepsake: Clever, heartwarming text and charming illustrations make this a 
dino-mite keepsake you’ll want to read again and again!

• The perfect gift: Makes the perfect gift for the loved one in your life at Valentine’s Day 
or all year round!

ROSE ROSSNER is a children’s book author living in 
Omaha, Nebraska, with her wife, two kids, and a husky, 
Dino. She tries to write every single day, but most of all, 
she loves reading to her children, and sometimes Dino too!

9781728222950
Juvenile Fiction/Board Book
Sourcebooks Wonderland
World English

$8.99 U.S.
Board Book (Casebound)

24 Pages
Ages: 0-3
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Ten on a Twig
Lo Cole 

A deceptively simple counting 
picture book with an awesome 
interactive format, perfect for 
readers of Ten Little Ladybugs 
• .Interactive format: The clever use of die-cuts to 

count down the birds, which harkens back to A VERY 
HUNGRY CATERPILLAR, will have readers flipping 
through it endlessly; it’s a book that demands to be 
played with

• Counting, rhyming, and bedtime: This is a delightful 
counting book, but it also has a bouncy rhyming 
scheme and ends with bedtime, making it the perfect 
pick for day or night!

• Engaging, bright art: Lo’s art is bold, colorful, and 
fun, and the simple style is guaranteed to engage 
even the youngest readers

In this sweet and simple interactive counting book, ten birds sit on a twig, falling off one after another in new and cute 
ways. As each bird falls, they take a piece of the twig with them. In the end, they use the pieces to build a brand-new nest 
for themselves, just in time to say GOODNIGHT! 
 

Lo Cole is an internationally acclaimed illustrator and printmaker whose 
commercial work spans editorial, publishing, advertising, corporate design, 
and album cover artwork. He’s worked for the Guardian since 2002 and lives 
in Gloucestershire, UK.

9781728215938
Juvenile Fiction/Picture Book
Sourcebooks Jabberwocky
World with translation

$17.99 U.S.
HC

40 Pages
Ages 0–3

September 2020
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Trees Make Perfect Pets
Paul Czajak, illustrated by Cathy Gendron

An endearing and environmentally friendly story 
about a girl’s unlikely best friend—a tree!

• Beautiful story: A sweet and touching story that’s also filled with humor and 
whimsy

• Environmental hook: Introduces the idea of environmental conservation 
to young readers; perfect for Earth Day and Tu BiShvat and when teaching 
lessons on conservation

• Great message: A different kind of pet story that focuses on the responsibility 
of taking care of another living thing—even if it’s a tree; back matter will 
encourage young readers to get involved

PAUL CZAJAK lives in New Jersey with his wife and two children. He is the author of the popular, 
award winning Monster & Me series. He is a Mom’s Choice Awards Gold Recipient for Monster Needs 
a Costume and Monster Needs a Christmas Tree. You can visit him at paulczajak.com.  
 
CATHY GENDRON graduated with a degree in fine arts and spent eight years in newspapers as 
an art director. She lives and works in Ann Arbor, Michigan. She has been a teacher for almost 
thirty years at the College for Creative Studies in Detroit, and her work has appeared in numerous 
magazines and newspapers. Visit her at cathygendron.com.

9781492664734
Juvenile Fiction/Picture Book
Sourcebooks Jabberwocky

$17.99 U.S.
HC

32 Pages
Ages 4–8

World with translation
Rights Available Except: Turkish
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Five Little Monsters Jumping on 
the Bed
Bill Cotter

Larry the monster is up to his usual monkey-
business, but this time he brought his monster 
friends in this new lovable story from USA Today 
bestselling author, Bill Cotter! 

• Proven sales track record: Bill Cotter is a USA Today bestselling author who 
has sold over 500,000 copies of his Sourcebooks titles!

• Well-known and beloved character returns: Everyone’s favorite monster 
Larry returns, but this time, readers can fall in love with some new monster 
characters too

In past lives, BILL COTTER has been a gallant knight, a mean ol’ bear, a ninja with a secret, a slug, 
a majestic eagle, a slug again, and now a renowned children’s book author and illustrator. Bill is a 
former art and music teacher. He lives in Cleveland, Ohio, but hopes to spread humor, art, and love 
throughout the universe. Visit cotterillustration.com for more.

9781492687467
Juvenile Fiction/Picture Book
Sourcebooks Jabberwocky

$6.99 U.S.
Board Book

22 Pages
Ages 0–3

World English
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Dear Grandma
Susanna Leonard Hill, illustrated by John Joseph

A touching love letter from a grandchild about 
their grandma

• A perfectly giftable and personalized book: The book includes stationery 
in the back so children can personalize a letter to their grandma—plus 
download a personalized “World’s Best Grandma” certificate!

• Beautiful illustrations with touching rhymes: Heartwarming text and diverse 
families on every page make this a universal story for any grandma and 
grandchild to cherish

SUSANNA LEONARD HILL is the New York Times bestselling author of Moon’s First Friends, as well 
as many other award-winning books for children. She does frequent school and library visits, teaches 
picture book writing, and offers picture book critiques. She lives in New York’s Mid-Hudson Valley with 
her children and two rescue dogs.

9781728222615
Juvenile Fiction/Picture Book
Sourcebooks Wonderland

$12.99 U.S.
HC

32 Pages
Ages 4-8

World with translation
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Grandma’s Girl
Susanna Leonard Hill, illustrated by Laura Bobbiesi

A touching story about the special bond only 
grandmas and granddaughters share!

• Unique take in a bestselling category: This unique approach told from 
Grandma’s point of view appeals to an older, broader demographic of 
granddaughters

• Empowering and emotional: Strong emotional titles and empowerment for 
young girls are major bestselling topics, and the grandma angle has not been 
done before in this space

SUSANNA LEONARD HILL is the New York Times bestselling author of Moon’s First Friends, as well 
as many other award-winning books for children. She does frequent school and library visits, teaches 
picture book writing, and offers picture book critiques. She lives in New York’s Mid-Hudson Valley with 
her children and two rescue dogs.

9781728206233
Juvenile Fiction/Picture Book
Sourcebooks Wonderland

$17.99 U.S.
HC

40 Pages
Ages: 4-7

World with translation
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The ABCs of Love
Rose Rossner, illustrated by AndoTwin

Express your love for your little one from A to Z!

• Evergreen category combo: ABCs and love are two evergreen topics in 
children’s literature, and now they’re combined into one awesome package

• Perfect keepsake: Adorable, heartwarming text and charming illustrations 
make this a cutie-pie keepsake you’ll want to read again and again

ROSE ROSSNER is a children’s book author living in Omaha, Nebraska, with her wife, two kids, and 
a husky, Dino. She tries to write every single day, but most of all, she loves reading to her children, 
and sometimes Dino too!

9781728220956
Juvenile Fiction/Board Book
Sourcebooks Wonderland

$8.99 U.S.
Board Book (Casebound)

28 Pages
Ages 0-3

World with translation
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Grandma’s Sugar Cookie
Rose Rossner

Make your holiday extra sweet this year with 
Grandma’s Sugar Cookie!

• A bestselling combination: Grandma books are a bestselling category, and 
there are few Christmas-centered Grandma books in the market

• Makes a great gift: A perfect Christmas gift from Grandma to the precious 
little one she loves

• Includes a recipe: Features a simple sugar cookie recipe that Grandma and 
grandchild can enjoy making together

ROSE ROSSNER is a children’s book author living in Omaha, Nebraska, with her wife, two kids, and 
a husky, Dino. She tries to write every single day, but most of all, she loves reading to her children, 
and sometimes Dino too!

9781728215136
Juvenile Fiction/Board Book
Sourcebooks Wonderland

$9.99 U.S.
Board Book (Casebound)

24 Pages
Ages 0-3

World with translation
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Little Red Sleigh
Erin Guendelsberger

A charming, inspirational Christmas tale about a 
little red sleigh that dreams of working for Santa!

• Inspiring message: Combines the spirit of The Little Engine That Could with 
the timeless magic of The Polar Express, a perfect holiday message

• New topic in bestselling space: Books about vehicles and things that go are 
evergreen and repeatedly bestselling, especially during the holiday season, 
and a sleigh has never been done before!

• Christmas classic feel: Heartwarming text, traditional illustrations, and unique 
concept are sure to make this an instant Christmas classic

Erin Guendelsberger writes stories and poems. She studied writing at Hamline University and Bowling 
Green State University and now pursues adventure in Ohio with her husband, daughters, and a cat 
named Hennimore.

9781728223551
Juvenile Fiction/Picture Book
Sourcebooks Wonderland

$17.99 U.S.
HC

32 Pages
Ages 4-9

World with translation
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’Twas the Night Before Christmas 
on the Farm
Craig Manning

‘Twas the night before Christmas on the farm, and 
the barn animals are eagerly awaiting Santa!

• New take on a classic: This unique retelling of the classic “’Twas the Night 
Before Christmas” poem is told from the point of view of a little lamb

• A dynamic combination of two bestselling categories, Christmas and farm, 
that have never been put together quite like this

• Sweet new classic: Adorable illustrations and sweet characters make this a 
holiday story to treasure for years to come

CRAIG MANNING is an author, journalist, songwriter, and storyteller. He has written numerous 
children’s books, including several for iconic brands like Sesame Street and Peanuts. He lives in 
northern Michigan with his wife and their three cats.

9781728206257
Juvenile Fiction/Picture Book
Sourcebooks Wonderland

$10.99 U.S.
HC

32 Pages
Ages 4-7

World with translation
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Bedtime for Sweet Creatures
Nikki Grimes, illustrated by Elizabeth Zunon

Coretta Scott King Book Award–winning author 
Nikki Grimes and illustrator Elizabeth Zunon’s 
latest children’s masterpiece creates an 
imagination-fueled journey to bedtime.

• A sweet bedtime story from award-winning author Nikki Grimes about a 
mother, her little boy, and their imagination-fueled and animal-filled journey 
to get to sleep

• A fun and imaginative rhyming read-aloud perfect for bedtime

• Told from the mom’s point of view; parents will relate to trying to wrangle 
their own sweet creature for bedtime

New York Times bestselling author NIKKI GRIMES is the recipient of the Coretta Scott King Book 
Award, the 2017 Children’s Literature Legacy Award, the 2016 Virginia Hamilton Literary Award, and 
the 2006 NCTE Award for Excellence in Poetry for Children, among many others. Ms. Grimes lives in 
Corona, California. Find her at nikkigrimes.com. 
  
ELIZABETH ZUNON grew up in West Africa and now lives in Albany, New York, where she draws, 
paints, collages, sews, silkscreens, makes jewelry, and ponders the endless possibilities of chocolate. 
Her work is largely influenced by the people, places, and things from her childhood in the Ivory Coast 
as the product of two cultures. Visit her at lizzunon.com.

9781492638322
Juvenile Fiction/
Picture Book
Sourcebooks Jabberwocky

$17.99 U.S.
HC

32 Pages
Ages: 4-8

World with translation
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Off to See the Sea
Nikki Grimes, illustrated by Elizabeth Zunon

A sweet bathtime story from award-winning 
author Nikki Grimes about a child’s imagination-
fueled adventure out at sea—or maybe it’s just the 
bathtub!

• From award-winning author Nikki Grimes comes another sweet tale focused 
on parent and child bonding during ordinary moments of everyday

• A fun and imaginative read-aloud perfect for bedtime and leading up to 
bathtime

• Companion to the acclaimed Bedtime for Sweet Creatures

New York Times bestselling author NIKKI GRIMES is the recipient of the Coretta Scott King Award, 
the 2017 Children’s Literature Legacy Award, the 2016 Virginia Hamilton Literary Award, and the 2006 
NCTE Award for Excellence in Poetry for Children, among many others. Ms. Grimes lives in Corona, 
California. Find her at nikkigrimes.com. 
 
ELIZABETH ZUNON grew up in West Africa and now lives in Albany, New York, where she draws, 
paints, collages, sews, silkscreens, makes jewelry, and ponders the endless possibilities of chocolate. 
Her work is largely influenced by the people, places, and things from her childhood in the Ivory Coast 
as the product of two cultures. Visit her at lizzunon.com.

9781492638292
Juvenile Fiction/
Picture Book
Sourcebooks Jabberwocky

$17.99 U.S.
HC

32 Pages
Ages: 4-8

World with translation
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Sandra 
Magsamen

Wishes for Little One
978-1-4926-9103-7

$17.99 • 10 x 10 • HC
April 2020

Hello You!
978-1-7282-1407-8

$10.99 • 11 x 8.5 • HC
July 2020

Lots of Love Little One
978-1-4926-8773-3
$7.99 • 7 x 7 • BB

Welcome Little One
978-1-4926-1930-7

$16.99 • 10 x 10 • HC
Rights Sold: Vietnamese

Not So Small at All
978-1-4926-3707-3

$10.99 • 8 x 8 • HC
Rights Sold: Spanish and 

Vietnamese

What If?
978-1-4926-3710-3

$10.99 • 8 x 8 • HC
Rights Sold: Vietnamese

You!
978-1-4926-1934-5

$16.99 • 11 x 8.5 • HC

Over 
500,000 

Copies 
Sold!

World with translation available for all titles

Baby’s First Year
978-1-4926-8947-8

$24.99 • 11 x 10 • Wall 
Calendar

September 2020

Looky Looky
978-1-7282-1408-5 • $17.99 • 10 x 10 • HC • August 2020

Looky Looky On the Farm
978-1-7282-1409-2 • $7.99 • 7 x 7 • BB • August 2020

Looky Looky Things That Go
978-1-7282-1410-8 • $7.99 • 7 x 7 • BB • August 2020

Looky Looky Baby Animals
978-1-7282-2119-9 • $7.99 • 7 x 7 • BB • August 2020

Looky Looky Merry Christmas
978-1-7282-1411-5 • $7.99 • 7 x 7 • BB • September 2020

Looky Looky Merry Christmas
978-1-7282-2349-0 • $9.99 • 8 x 8 • HC • September 2020

Looky Looky Happy Easter
978-1-7282-2120-5 • $7.99 • 7 x 7 • BB • February 2021

Is It Christmas Yet?
978-1-4926-3755-4

$16.99 • 10 x 10 • HC
Rights Sold: Vietnamese
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One One MARIANNE RICHMONDMARIANNE RICHMOND book is sold every book is sold every   two minutes!two minutes!

I Love You So...
978-1-4022-7953-9

Bedtime Blessings
978-1-4926-4183-4

Big Boys Go Potty
978-1-4022-6659-1

Big Girls Go Potty
978-1-4022-6662-1

The Gift of a Memory
978-0-9741-4651-5

The Gifts of Being Grand
978-0-9652-4488-6

Grandma Loves Me!
978-1-7282-0592-2

Grandpa Loves Me!
978-1-4926-2298-7

Be Brave Little One
978-1-4926-5883-2

I Believe in You
978-1-4022-6344-6

I Love My Valentine
978-1-4926-5980-8

I Wished for You
978-1-9340-8206-5

If I Could Keep You Little
978-1-4022-7237-0

The Night Night Book
978-1-9340-8290-4

You Are My Heart
978-1-4926-1545-3

You’re a Big Brother
978-1-4926-5049-2

You’re a Big Sister
978-1-4926-5051-5

My Dad Loves Me!
978-1-9340-8284-3

My Mom Loves Me!
978-1-9340-8283-6

Rights Sold: Chinese (S) Rights Sold: Chinese (S) Rights Sold: Chinese (S)

Rights Sold: Turkish and Polish

Rights Sold: Chinese (S)

Rights Sold: Spanish Rights Sold: Turkish Rights Sold: Turkish
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Oh, the Things My Mom Will Do
978-1-4022-8215-7

I Promise You
978-1-7282-2902-7
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When I Hit the Road
Nancy J. Cavanaugh 

Senior citizens, a road trip, and 
a karaoke contest—Samantha’s 
summer is going to be a wild 
ride! 
• This Journal Belongs to Ratchet received a Starred 

Review, is on six state reading lists, and won 
the Florida Book Award and the NCTE’s Notable 
Children’s Book in the Language Arts award; Always, 
Abigail is a 2015-2016 Texas Bluebonnet nominee

• Just Like Me was lauded for its poignancy, and 
Kirkus Reviews called it “incredibly moving”; all of 
Nancy’s titles with Sourcebooks have sold 94,173 
net copies, and this new novel about multiple 
generations and family is set to continue Nancy’s 
success

• Nancy is a former teacher and librarian who is fast 
becoming a favorite speaker at elementary schools; 
she is an active promoter and connected to the kidlit 
community

Samantha’s mom springs a big surprise at the start of summer vacation—the two of them are visiting Gram at her new 
condo in Florida. Samantha can’t think of anything more boring than hanging around with a bunch of senior citizens at 
Sunny Sandy Shores condominium. 
 
When Mom gets called back home, Samantha’s summer plans take an unexpected turn. Gram and her pal Mimi decide 
to audition for the Seniors’ Got Talent Karaoke Contest. This means taking a road trip across Florida in Gram’s new 
Mustang. What’s even worse is that Mimi’s grandson, Brandon, is coming with! 
 
Nothing about their road trip goes to plan, and Samantha’s summer becomes one she will never forget. 

NANCY J. CAVANAUGH is the award-winning author of This Journal Belongs 
to Ratchet and Always, Abigail, which was a Texas Bluebonnet Award 
nominee. She has a bachelor of science in education and a master’s in 
curriculum and instruction. She was an elementary school teacher for more 
than fifteen years as well as a library media specialist. She and her husband 
and daughter enjoy winters in sunny Florida and eat pizza in Chicago the rest 
of the year. Visit nancyjcavanaugh.com.

9781492640257
Juvenile Fiction/Independent 
Reader
Sourcebooks Young Readers
World with translation

$16.99 U.S.
HC

304 Pages
Ages 8–12

May 2020

9781492601098 May 2014
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Available
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Coop Knows the Scoop
Taryn Souders 

When mysterious remains 
are found beneath the local 
playground and foul play is 
suspected, Coop jumps to solve 
the case. 
• Taryn Souders’s How to (Almost) Ruin Your Summer 

was a finalist on the Florida’s Sunshine State Young 
Readers Award list for 2017-2018, and Dead Possums 
Are Fair Game is on this year’s 2018-2019 Georgia 
Children’s Book Award list

• Mystery is a popular category in the middle grade 
space and still growing

• Taryn Souders is an author to grow, and her first 
book with us, How to (Almost) Ruin Your Summer, 
has sold 25,425 net copies

The morning human bones turned up buried beneath the slide in the old playground, Coop was busy helping his mom at 
her café and bookstore, A Latté Books. Coop can’t wait to discover the details about what the police have found.  
 
But then the facts hit too close to home: the remains belong to his grandmother, who supposedly left town some forty 
years ago. Folks thought she got bored with Windy Bottom, but it looks like something much more sinister happened. 
 
When the police pinpoint Coop’s Gramps as the main suspect, Coop and his pals Justice and Liberty begin their own 
investigation. Coop’s convinced the person responsible is any one of a number of eccentric residents of Windy Bottom. 
The police and Coop’s mother tell him to cease his detective work, but that only fuels Coop’s search to uncover the truth. 
 

TARYN SOUDERS graduated from the University of North Texas with a 
specialization in mathematics. She is the author of How to (Almost) Ruin 
Your Summer and Dead Possums Are Fair Game. She lives in Winter Park, 
Florida, with her family. Visit her at tarynsouders.com.

9781492640189
Juvenile Fiction/Independent 
Reader
Sourcebooks Young Readers
World with translation

$7.99 U.S.
TP

304 Pages
Ages 8–12

July 2020

9781492637745 June 2016
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The Wolf of Cape Fen
Juliana Brandt

Beyond the Bright Sea meets Echo in this middle-
grade fantasy debut set in the harsh winter of an 
isolated town, following a girl who must break a 
magical bargain.

• Lovely writing: The writing is reminiscent of MarcyKate Connolly, 
sophisticated and charming but accessible for this audience; there’s also a 
beautiful sister story at the core of the novel

• Great comps: This fits in line with novels like Beyond the Bright Sea, Orphan 
Island, and Shadow Weaver

JULIANA BRANDT is an author and kindergarten teacher with a passion for storytelling that guides 
her in both of her jobs. She lives in her childhood home of Minnesota, and her writing is heavily 
influenced by her travels around the country and a decade of living in the South. When not working, 
she is usually exploring the great outdoors. Find her online at julianalbrandt.com.

9781728209616
Juvenile Fiction/Independent 
Reader
Sourcebooks Young Readers

$16.99 U.S.
HC

304 Pages
Ages 8–12
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Curse of the Night Witch
Alex Aster

In this fast-paced adventure filled with mythology, 
mayhem, and peril, Tor must travel to a witch to 
save himself from a curse.

• Perfect mashup: This has the fantasy and action of Aru Shah and the End of 
Time with the fairy tales and friendship of Fairy Tale Reform School

• OwnVoices: The author is of Colombian descent, and the novel is inspired by 
the Latin American myths her Colombian grandmother told her as a child

ALEX ASTER is a young author who graduated summa cum laude from the University of 
Pennsylvania, where she majored in English with a concentration in creative writing. The Emblem 
Island series is inspired by the Latin American myths her Colombian grandmother told her as a child 
before bedtime. She lives in New York City. Visit her on Twitter @byalexaster.

9781492697206
Juvenile Fiction/Independent 
Reader
Sourcebooks Young Readers

$16.99 U.S.
HC

352 Pages
Ages 8–12

World English
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Lost Island
MarcyKate Connolly

This thrilling conclusion to the Hollow Dolls 
duology continues Simone’s story as she sets out 
with her friends to stop the body walker and Lady 
Aisling once and for all.

• More action: This second story has even more action and adventure than the 
first and has a satisfying ending to Simone’s story that readers will appreciate

• House author: This is MarcyKate’s fifth book with us; she has become one of 
our top middle-grade house authors

MARCYKATE CONNOLLY is a New York Times bestselling children’s book author and nonprofit 
administrator who lives in New England with her family and a grumble of pugs. She graduated from 
Hampshire College (a magical place where they don’t give you grades), where she wrote an opera 
sequel to Hamlet as the equivalent of senior thesis. It was also there that she first fell in love with 
plotting and has been dreaming up new ways to make life difficult for her characters ever since. She 
is also the author of the Shadow Weaver series and The Star Shepherd. You can visit her online at 
marcykate.com.

9781492688228
Juvenile Fiction/Independent 
Reader
Sourcebooks Young Readers

$16.99 U.S.
HC

240 Pages
Ages 8–12

World English
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The Secret of White Stone Gate
Julia Nobel

The second book in this exciting new series 
continues Emmy’s adventures dealing with a 
sinister organization, a missing father, and secrets 
she’s not sure who to trust with.

• Excellent setting: This is set at a boarding school and has the feel of Harry 
Potter or Gallagher Girls—kids will see themselves at Wellsworth; it has an 
aspirational feel

• Compelling mystery/popular category: This a great middle-grade mystery that 
readers can solve along with the characters; dark mysteries are doing well, 
and this will fit well in the space

JULIA NOBEL is a teacher from Canada and a mother to a young daughter who helps her write by 
throwing applesauce at the keyboard. The Mystery of Black Hollow Lane is her debut novel. Visit her 
online at julianobel.com.

9781492664673
Juvenile Fiction/Independent 
Reader
Sourcebooks Young Readers

$16.99 U.S.
HC

304 Pages
Ages 8–12
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Alone in the Woods
Rebecca Behrens

A thrilling survival story from the acclaimed 
author of The Disaster Days.

• A realistic and thrilling survival story, and a relatable story of the breakup of 
two best friends

• Survival books are huge right now in the middle-grade space

REBECCA BEHRENS is the author of three critically acclaimed middle-grade novels that Explore 
famous historical figures and fascinating places: When Audrey Met Alice, Summer of Lost and Found, 
and The Last Grand Adventure. Her latest release, The Disaster Days, is a thrillingly realistic survival 
story. Rebecca grew up in Wisconsin, studied in Chicago, and now lives with her husband in New 
York City. You can visit her online atrebeccabehrens.com. 

9781492673378
Juvenile Fiction/Independent 
Reader
Sourcebooks Young Readers

$16.99 U.S.
HC

336 Pages
Ages: 8-12

World English
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Cursed
Jen Calonita

The thrilling conclusion to the award-wining Fairy 
Tale Reform School series, which has sold more 
than 250,000 copies!

• Fresh twist on the fairy-tale adaptation: What happens to the villains after 
happily ever after? Plus clever, celebrity gossip-style blog posts perfect for 
marketing material

• “Gilly’s plucky spirit and determination to oust the culprit will make Flunked a 
popular choice for tweens.”—School Library Journal

JEN CALONITA has interviewed everyone from Reese Witherspoon to Justin Timberlake, but the only 
person she’s ever wanted to trade places with is Disney’s Cinderella. She’s the award-winning author 
of the Royal Academy Rebels and Fairy Tale Reform School series. Jen lives in Merrick, New York, 
with her husband, their two sons, and their two Chihuahuas, Captain Jack Sparrow and Ben Kenobi. 
Visit jencalonitaonline.com for more. 

9781492680161
Juvenile Fiction/Independent 
Reader
Sourcebooks Young Readers

$16.99 U.S.
HC

288 Pages
Ages 10–14
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Lightbringer
Claire Legrand 

The final installment to the 
New York Times bestselling 
Empirium trilogy. 
• Final book: This will be the epic conclusion to the 

Empirium trilogy and answer all remaining questions 
for readers; we have seen with other trilogies an 
uptick in sales for all books in the series, and this 
will be no exception

• Critically acclaimed series: Furyborn has twelve 
blurbs from New York Times bestelling fantasy 
authors; Furyborn and Kingsbane got great trade 
reviews and made numerous “best of” lists

• Great sales: The hardcover of Furyborn has netted 
almost 50,000 units sold!

Queen Rielle, pushed away by her family and friends, is slowly being driven mad by her power, the Empirium whispers to 
her to open the gate and free the angels, and she’s not sure how long she can resist. She turns to the angel Corien, who 
easily welcomes her and her power.  
 
In the future, Eliana is a broken shell of herself. Betrayed by Simon and captured along with her brother, Remy, she 
doesn’t know if she will be able to escape. At the capital, she comes face-to-face with Corien, who is determined to break 
her and use her to repair the Empirium.  
 
But when the Prophet, the mysterious force that has been working behind the scenes at every turn, finally reveals 
themselves, it changes the course of history forever. 
 

CLAIRE LEGRAND is the New York Times bestselling author of Furyborn. 
She is also the author of The Cavendish Home for Boys and Girls, Some Kind 
of Happiness, and Winterspell, among others. Claire lives in Princeton, New 
Jersey. Visit claire-legrand.com.

9781492656685
Young Adult Fiction
Sourcebooks Fire
World with translation

$18.99 U.S.
HC

480 Pages
Ages 14–18

October 2020

Rights Available Except: Turkish, Spanish and Catalan, German

9781492656623 May 2018
The Empirium Trilogy , #1

Rights Available Except: Czech, German, 
Hungarian, Polish, Romanian, Russian, 

Spanish and Catalan, and Turkish

Also 
Available

9781492656654 May 2019
The Empirium Trilogy, #2

Rights Available Except: German, 
Spanish and Catalan, and Turkish
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The Crow Rider
Kalyn Josephson 

The thrilling conclusion to 
this epic duology that follows 
a fallen princess as she tries 
to bring back the magical 
elemental crows taken from her 
people. 
• Fantastic premise: The magical crows at the heart of 

the story are special, fresh, and filled with magic; a 
perfect premise and heart for an epic fantasy

• Prepub buzz: The first book, The Storm Crow, was 
included in the December 2018 Fairyloot box, and 
fans are already excited and anticipating its July 
2019 release; we’ll build on this buzz for the second 
book

• Author partner: Kalyn Josephson has been a great 
publishing partner for us; she’s well-connected in the 
community, has wonderful ideas, and is open to all 
promotion regarding the duology

Thia, her allies, and her crow, Res, may have escaped Illucia, but their troubles are far from over. While Res is mastering 
his crow abilities and flight, he struggles to control his magic. To make matters worse, Thia also has to worry about Prince 
Ericen. While she may want to reconnect with him, his mother, Queen Razel, is her sworn enemy. 
 
As the rebel group prepares for war against the Illucian empire, Res’s magic grows more unstable. And Thia has to 
decide if she can trust him, and herself, enough to lead the rebellion and became the crow rider she was meant to be. 
 

KALYN JOSEPHSON is a fantasy writer living in the California Bay Area. She 
loves books, cats, books with cats, and making up other worlds to live in for a 
while. She is also the author of The Storm Crow. Visit her at kalynjosephson.
com.

9781492672968
Young Adult Fiction
Sourcebooks Fire
World with translation

$17.99 U.S.
HC

352 Pages
Ages 12–18

July 2020

Rights Available Except: Russian

9781492672937 July 2019
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The Dawning Dark
Linsey Miller

Beauty and the Beast meets Wicked Saints in this 
standalone dark fantasy from the author of Mask 
of Shadows.

• Fairy-tale retelling: This is a loose retelling of Beauty and the Beast; this is 
Linsey’s most romance-based book but with all the epic worldbuilding and 
action we’ve come to expect from her

• Standalone fantasy: We are building Linsey Miller in the standalone fantasy 
space, an area that is growing

• Mask of Shadows: Mask of Shadows has sold over 9,500 copies p + e on NPD 
and has sold over 12,000 net; it also had success in Canada, sold Spanish 
and audio rights, was an Indie Next pick, and garnered strong reviews

LINSEY MILLER is a wayward biologist from Arkansas who previously worked as a crime lab intern, 
neuroscience lab assistant, and pharmacy technician. She currently lives in Wichita, Kansas, and can 
be found writing about science and magic anywhere there’s coffee. She is also the author of Mask of 
Shadows and Ruin of Stars. Visit her at linseymiller.com.

9781492679257
Young Adult Fiction
Sourcebooks Fire

$17.99 U.S.
HC

336 Pages
Ages 14–18

World with translation
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Belle Révolte
Linsey Miller

In this standalone French-inspired fantasy, two 
young women work together in secret to stay 
alive and end a war caused by magic and greed 
before it kills thousands for the sake of the 
wealthy few.

• Fresh and accessible: This is more immediately accessible than Mask of 
Shadows while still being representative of marginalized characters; it also 
doesn’t have royal protagonists and is a standalone, which feels fresh in the 
fantasy space

• Compelling author: Linsey is a powerhouse author who is a great partner; 
she’s worn many hats and has forged intense connections with her fans 
through her fantastic worldbuilding and compelling characters

LINSEY MILLER is a wayward biologist from Arkansas who previously worked as a crime lab intern, 
neuroscience lab assistant, and pharmacy technician. She currently lives in Wichita, Kansas, and can 
be found writing about science and magic anywhere there’s coffee. She is also the author of Mask of 
Shadows and Ruin of Stars. Visit her at linseymiller.com.

9781492679226
Young Adult Fiction
Sourcebooks Fire

$17.99 U.S.
HC

384 Pages
Ages: 14-17

World with translation
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The Nameless Sword
Rin Chupeco

The second installment of this alternate-history 
fairy-tale series from the author of the Bone Witch 
trilogy.

• House author: This is Rin’s seventh book with Sourcebooks, and we have 
eight signed up with her in total; she is truly a successful house author with 
over 200K net units sold

Despite uncanny resemblances to Japanese revenants, RIN CHUPECO has always maintained her 
sense of humor. Raised in Manila, Philippines, she keeps four pets: a dog, two birds, and a husband. 
She’s been a technical writer and a travel blogger but now makes things up for a living. She is also 
the author of The Girl from the Well, The Suffering, and the Bone Witch trilogy. Connect with Rin at 
rinchupeco.com.

9781492672692
Young Adult Fiction
Sourcebooks Fire

$17.99 U.S.
HC

432 Pages
Ages 14–18

World English
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Wicked As You Wish
Rin Chupeco

An unforgettable alternative-history fairy-tale 
series from the author of the Bone Witch trilogy 
about found family, modern- day magic, and 
finding the place you belong.

• Fresh concept: Rin delivers a unique concept that combines our 
contemporary world with fairy-tale figures and high-fantasy magic in this 
great new trilogy

• Talented writer: Rin’s books have consistently earned Starred Reviews, been 
JLG picks, Amazon Best Books of the Month, etc.; she’s a wonderful writer 
with the sales to match

RIN CHUPECO wrote obscure manuals for complicated computer programs, talked people out of their 
money at event shows, and did many other terrible things before becoming an author. She now writes 
about ghosts and fairy tales and is the author of The Girl from the Well, The Suffering, and the Bone 
Witch trilogy. Rin lives in the Philippines with her family. Visit her online at rinchupeco.com.

9781492672661
Young Adult Fiction
Sourcebooks Fire

$17.99 U.S.
HC

432 Pages
Ages 14–18

World English
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Be Dazzled
Ryan La Sala 

Project Runway goes to Comic-
Con in an epic queer love story 
about creativity, creation, and 
finding the courage to be your 
most authentic self. 
• Ryan’s first novel, Reverie, is poised for success and 

has a lot of support from big YA authors

• Personal story: This is a deeply personal story for 
Ryan and will showcase his incredible-voice and 
humor; fans will easily be able to connect to the 
message and story

Raffy’s main passion in life is sewing. Well, sewing, stitching, bedazzling, draping, pattern making, and a million other 
hands-on skills. All his life, Raffy has hidden his art from his mother, Evie, a famed curator disgusted with all things pop 
culture. She finds Raffy’s interest in cosplay to be incredibly lowbrow. 
 
But Raffy is tired of hiding in the shadows, so he decides to enter Boston’s biggest, baddest cosplay competition: the 
Controverse Championship of Cosplay…except things get extra complicated when Raffy’s ex-boyfriend Luca also enters 
the competition. 
 
When Raffy agrees to partner with Luca on their most ambitious build yet, he’ll have to juggle unresolved feelings for the 
boy who broke his heart, along with a surprise visit from his mother, who can’t understand that he wants to make his art 
his way.  
 

RYAN LA SALA grew up in Connecticut, but only physically. Mentally, he 
spent most of his childhood in the worlds of Sailor Moon and Xena: Warrior 
Princess, which perhaps explains all the twirling. He studied anthropology and 
neuroscience at Northeastern University before becoming a project manager 
specializing in digital tools. He technically lives in New York City but has actually 
transcended material reality and only takes up a human shell for special 
occasions, like brunch, and to watch anime (which is banned on the astral 
plane). He is also the author of Reverie. You can visit him at ryanlasala.com. 

9781492682691
Young Adult Fiction
Sourcebooks Fire
World with translation

$17.99 U.S.
HC

304 Pages
Ages: 14-18

January 2021

9781492682660 December 2019
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The Frozen Prince
Maxym M. Martineau

Fantastic Beasts meets Assassin’s Creed in this 
epic, gripping fantasy series from debut author 
Maxym M. Martineau.

• Compelling and epic story: This trilogy is compelling, epic, and 
unputdownable; it’s very accessible, in the same vein as other bestselling YA 
high-fantasy books

• Early buzz: The mass market Kingdom of Exiles is a PW Best Book of 
Summer 2019, received a PW Starred Review, is a June 2019 LibraryReads 
pick, a Bookish staff pick, and was called “lush and sweeping” by the New 
York Times

• Great hook: Rich, clever worldbuilding and unputdownable writing; 
Assassin’s Creed meets Fantastic Beasts

MAXYM M. MARTINEAU is an article and social media writer by day and a fantasy author by night. 
She earned her bachelor’s degree in English literature from Arizona State University and lives with 
her husband in Arizona. Connect with her at maxymmartineau.com or through Twitter and Instagram 
@maxymmckay.

9781728229355
Young Adult Fiction
Sourcebooks Fire

$10.99 U.S.
TP

480 Pages
Ages 14–18

World with translation
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Kingdom of Exiles
Maxym M. Martineau

Fantastic Beasts meets Assassin’s Creed in this 
epic, gripping fantasy from debut author Maxym 
M. Martineau.

• Compelling and epic story: This trilogy is compelling, epic, and 
unputdownable; it’s very accessible, in the same vein as other bestselling YA 
high-fantasy books

• Early buzz: The mass market Kingdom of Exiles is a PW Best Book of 
Summer 2019, received a PW Starred Review, is a June 2019 LibraryReads 
pick, a Bookish staff pick, and was called “lush and sweeping” by the New 
York Times

• Great hook: Rich, clever worldbuilding and unputdownable writing; 
Assassin’s Creed meets Fantastic Beasts

MAXYM M. MARTINEAU is an article and social media writer by day and a fantasy author by night. 
She earned her bachelor’s degree in English literature from Arizona State University and lives with 
her husband in Arizona. Connect with her at maxymmartineau.com or through Twitter and Instagram 
@maxymmckay.

9781728213798
Young Adult Fiction
Sourcebooks Fire

$10.99 U.S.
TP

480 Pages
Ages 14–18

World with translation
Rights Available Except: German
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Wayward Witch
Zoraida Córdova

The heart-stopping final installment in the highly 
original award-winning Brooklyn Brujas series!

• Well-received series: Both Bruja Born and Labyrinth Lost received Starred Reviews 
in addition to coverage from sources including NPR, Bustle, and the B&N Teen Blog

• Strong concept: A fresh twist on the witch category that seamlessly infuses Latino 
American tradition into the worldbuilding, answering the call for diversity

ZORAIDA CÓRDOVA was born in Ecuador and raised in 
Queens, New York. She is the author of the Vicious Deep 
trilogy, theO n the Verge series, and the Brooklyn Brujas 
series. She loves black coffee, snark, and still believes 
in magic. Send her a tweet @zlikeinzorro or visit her at 
zoraidacordova.com.

9781492650683
Young Adult Fiction
Sourcebooks Fire
World English

$17.99 U.S.
HC

384 Pages
Ages 14–18
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Prelude for Lost Souls
Helene Dunbar

The Raven Boys meets The Astonishing Color of After 
in this story of two boys in a special town where 
everyone can talk to the dead. Some see it as a 
blessing; others see it as a curse.

• A town comprised mostly of mediums, based on a real-life town in upstate New York, 
is a terrific hook that immediately draws you in

• Author to grow: Helene Dunbar’s We Are Lost and Found published with us in 
September 2019

HELENE DUNBAR is the author of several novels for 
young adults, including We Are Lost and Found. She 
currently lives in Nashville with her family. Visit her at  
helenedunbar.com.

9781492667377
Young Adult Fiction
Sourcebooks Fire
World English

$17.99 U.S.
HC

384 Pages
Ages 14–18
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It Came from the Sky
Chelsea Sedoti

This is the absolutely true story of how Lansburg, 
Pennsylvania, was invaded by aliens. None of this 
story is false. At least…not according to Gideon 
Hofstadt.

• Fantastic author: The Hundred Lies of Lizzie Lovett netted over 20K in hardcover; As 
You Wish netted over 27K; Chelsea’s star is on the rise.

• Interesting format: This story is told through a traditional narrative and 
supplementary materials such as newspaper articles, interviews, and transcripts

CHELSEA SEDOTI lives in Las Vegas, Nevada. Her short 
stories have been published in Pantheon Magazine and 
BALLOONS Lit. Journal. Chelsea went to school for film 
and worked as a videographer before switching to writing. 
Chelsea spends her time rock climbing, baking, and 
exploring the Mojave Desert. Visit chelseasedoti.com.

9781492673026
Young Adult Fiction
Sourcebooks Fire
World English

$17.99 U.S.
HC

512 Pages
Ages 14–18
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Even If We Break
Marieke Nijkamp 

From #1 New York Times 
bestselling author of This Is 
Where It Ends and Before I Let 
Go comes a heart-stopping new 
thriller. 
• Bestselling author: Marieke’s previous two books 

have sold a combined total of 367,686 on NPD, 
and TIWIE spent 72 weeks on the New York Times 
bestseller list; her first book in over 2½ years is sure 
to be one of the big YA events of 2020

• Page-turning read: With five POVs, a condensed 
twenty-four-hour timeline, and an incredible pace, 
this is unputdownable 

• Conversation starter: The POVs are diverse and 
authentic, it’s highly political without getting into 
politics, and it touches on important themes of 
friendship and how those change over the course of 
high school

End the game before it ends you. 
 
For five friends, it was supposed to be one last getaway before they went their separate ways—a time to say goodbye 
to each other, and to the game they’ve been playing for the past three years. But they all have their own demons to deal 
with, and they’re all hiding secrets. 
 
Finn hasn’t been able to trust anyone since he was attacked a few months ago. Popular girl Liva saw it happen and did 
nothing to stop it. Maddy was in an accident that destroyed her sports career. Carter is drowning under the weight of his 
family’s expectations. Ever wants to keep the game going for as long as they can, at all costs.  
 
And things take a deadly twist when the game turns against them. 
 

MARIEKE NIJKAMP is the #1 New York Times bestselling author of This 
Is Where It Ends and Before I Let Go. She is a storyteller, dreamer, globe-
trotter, and geek. She holds degrees in philosophy, history, and medieval 
studies, has served as an executive member of We Need Diverse Books, 
and is the founder of DiversifYA. She lives in the Netherlands. Visit her at 
mariekenijkamp.com.

9781492636113
Young Adult Fiction
Sourcebooks Fire
World English

$17.99 U.S.
HC

336 Pages
Ages 14–18

September 2020

9781492622468 January 2016
 

Rights Available Except: German

Also 
Available

9781492642282 January 2018

Rights Available Except: Dutch
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Obsession
Jesse Sutanto 

A classic story of boy meets 
girl, boy stalks girl, girl gets her 
revenge.  
• Great thriller: This is an over-the-top, twisty thriller 

that will keep readers guessing until the end

• Fantastic voice: A dual POV story with two strong 
voices that will connect with readers

• Strong category: Sourcebooks Fire is the home of YA 
thrillers, and this will be a great addition to the list

Nobody knows Delilah like Logan does. And Logan knows this for a fact, because he spends all of his free time looking 
through her social media profiles and watching her every move. Some might call him a stalker. Logan prefers to be called 
a “romantic.” They’re meant to be together; he just needs to wait for the perfect moment to sweep her off her feet. 
 
Except, during one of his watching—okay, spying—sessions, he witnesses Delilah killing her abusive stepfather. His 
sweet, perfect Delilah isn’t so perfect after all. 
 
But that’s okay. Logan’s not unrealistic. Everybody has flaws. And as long as Delilah understands that they’re meant to 
be, everything will be okay. Everything will be totally and utterly perfect. And if she doesn’t, well… 

JESSE SUTANTO is Indonesian Chinese and grew up in Jakarta and 
Singapore before moving to Oxford, England, and then California. This is her 
debut novel.  
 

9781728215167
Young Adult Fiction
Sourcebooks Fire
World English

$10.99 U.S.
TP

304 Pages
Ages 14–18

February 2021
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We Were Restless Things
Cole Nagamatsu 

Maggie Stiefvater meets 
Neil Gaiman in this stunning 
contemporary fantasy debut. 

• Gripping hook: An impossible death and a hint of 
magic is a hook that immediately pulls you in

• Powerful new voice: This is a remarkable meditation 
on love, grief, and the expectations that society puts 
on girls and marks the start of an incredible career 
for Cole Nagamatsu

• Captivating magical realism: This falls thoroughly in 
the magical realism space that Readerlink called out 
as a growing trend

Last summer, Link Miller drowned in the woods, miles from the nearest body of water. His death was ruled a weird 
accident, but Noemi Amato knows the truth: Link was killed. He told her so himself, because he’s been texting her from 
beyond the grave, warning her to keep away from the forest. 
 
Amberlyn, Link’s sister, can’t shake the feeling that Noemi is hiding something, and Jonas, Noemi’s new sort-of-
stepbrother, can’t get past the walls that she has constructed around herself. Because Noemi has a dangerous secret 
even bigger than Link’s ghost: Link drowned in an impossible lake that only she can see. And if the three don’t work 
together to unravel the truth about what’s happening in the woods, someone else will wind up dead. 
 

COLE NAGAMATSU teaches creative writing at St. Olaf College, and her 
fiction has appeared in Tin House, West Branch, and Bartleby Snopes. She 
currently resides near Minneapolis. Visit her online at colebn.com. 

9781728216591
Young Adult Fiction
Sourcebooks Fire
World with translation

$17.99 U.S.
HC

400 Pages
Ages 14–18

October 2020
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Little Creeping Things
Chelsea Ichaso 

A compulsively readable debut 
with a narrator who can’t be 
trusted. Cassidy joked about 
killing her bully, but when that 
girl goes missing, it’s up to 
Cassidy to unravel the truth. 
• Creepy and shocking read: Thriller readers will love 

the unreliable narrator, crazy twists, and surprising 
killer

• Compelling writing: The strong voice, well-devised 
tone, and moody setting make this a page-turning 
read

• Author to watch: We have a second equally creepy 
thriller in the works with Chelsea, so she’s someone 
we’ll be looking to break out

When she was a child, Cassidy Pratt accidentally started a fire that killed her neighbor. At least, that’s what she’s been 
told. She can’t remember anything from that day. She’s pretty sure she didn’t mean to do it. She’s a victim too. But her 
town’s bullies, particularly the cruel and beautiful Melody Davenport, have never let Fire Girl live it down. In Melody’s 
eyes, Cassidy is a murderer and always will be. 
 
And then Melody goes missing. Cassidy overheard what sounded like an abduction. She knows she should go to the 
cops, but… She recently joked about how much she’d like to get rid of Melody. She even planned out the perfect way to 
do it. It’s up to Cassidy to figure out what really happened, because if she comes forward without a suspect, she knows 
people will point fingers at her. Again. And she can’t let that happen.  
 
But the truth behind Melody’s disappearance will set the whole town in flames. 

CHELSEA ICHASO is a former high school English teacher and holds a 
bachelor’s in English and a master’s in education. She lives in La Habra, 
California. This is her debut.

9781728210520
Young Adult Fiction
Sourcebooks Fire
World with translation

$10.99 U.S.
TP

336 Pages
Ages 14–18

June 2020
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Natalie D. Richards

Bestselling YA thrillers from Natalie D. Richards have a fresh new look!

Sourcebooks Fire
Young Adult Fiction

$10.99 U.S. | TP | Ages: 14-18
World English

9781728209890
May 2020

9781728209920
July 2020

9781728209951
September 2020

9781492657217
October 2020

Mira is flying to Pittsburgh to 
visit her mother for Christmas. 
But when a blizzard results in a 
canceled layover, and it looks 
like she might get stuck in 
Philadelphia, Mira hitches a ride 
with a group of friendly college 
kids who were on her 
initial flight. 

• Page-turner: A suspenseful, high-stakes story 
that will have readers trying to figure out the 
culprit along with the narrator

• Great reviews: “Full of twists, eerie theories, 
and a satisfying conclusion.” —School Library 
Journal on Richards’s We All Fall Down

• Strong sales: Richards’s suspense thrillers 
have sold more than 150,000 copies
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Four Days of You and Me
Miranda Kenneally 

Are they meant to be or better 
apart? Don’t miss the newest 
YA book from YA romance 
maven Miranda Kenneally! 
• New audience: Capitalizing on the trend of high-

concept rom-coms, this book exists outside the 
Hundred Oaks universe and provides a breakout 
opportunity for Miranda to find new readers

• Backlist opportunity: Publication will be preceded 
by the release of repackaged Hundred Oaks titles, 
providing the opportunity to revitalize Miranda’s 
backlist

• Market resonance: Miranda’s books have sold 
387,090 net units p (165,005) + e (141,429)

Every May 7, the students at Coffee County High School take a class trip. And every year, Lulu’s relationship with Alex 
Rouvelis gets a little more complicated. Freshman year, they went from sworn enemies to more than friends after a close 
encounter in an escape room. It’s been hard for Lulu to quit Alex ever since.  
 
Through breakups, makeups, and dating other people, each year’s class trip brings the pair back together and forces 
them to confront their undeniable connection. From the science museum to Six Flags, New York City to London, Lulu 
learns one thing is for sure: love is the biggest trip of all. 
 

Growing up in Tennessee, MIRANDA KENNEALLY dreamed of becoming 
an Atlanta Brave, a country singer (cliché!), or a UN interpreter. Instead, she 
writes and works for the State Department in Washington, DC, where George 
W. Bush once used her shoulder as an armrest. Miranda loves Twitter, Star 
Trek, and her husband. Visit mirandakenneally.com.

9781492684138
Young Adult Fiction
Sourcebooks Fire
World with translation

$17.99 U.S.
HC

352 Pages
Ages 14–18

May 2020

9781728210612 July 2020
Hundred Oaks , #1

Rights Available Except: German, 
Hungarian, Polish and Turkish

Also 
Available

9781402271878 October 2012
Hundred Oaks, #2

Rights Available Except: Hungarian 
and Turkish

9781402271908 March 2013
Hundred Oaks , #3

9781402284762 December 2013
Hundred Oaks , #4

9781492608660 April 2015
Hundred Oaks , #5

Rights Available Except: French, German 
and Russian

9781402284823 July 2015
Hundred Oaks , #6
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Yesterday Is History
Kosoko Jackson

Dear Martin meets More Happy Than Not in this 
story of a contemporary gay teen who begins to 
travel through time after an operation and lands in 
New York City on the eve of the Stonewall riots.

• Compelling hook: The historical significance of a book like Dear Martin with 
the quirky plot and LGBTQ themes of an Adam Silvera novel

• Epic romance: There are two epic romances in this story that will have 
readers swooning

• New voice: Kosoko has a unique voice that will appeal to readers looking for 
diverse protagonists dealing with tough issues

Born and raised in the DC metro area and currently living in Brooklyn, KOSOKO JACKSON is a 
digital media strategist for nonprofit organizations;, which enables his Twitter obsession. Occasionally, 
his personal essays have been featured on Medium, Thought Catalog, and The Advocate. When 
not searching for an extra hour in the day, he can be found obsessing over movies, drinking his 
(umpteenth) London Fog, or writing lengthy Twitter threads summarizing how Slytherin is the best 
Hogwarts house. Yesterday Is History is his debut novel. Visit him at kosokojackson.com.

9781492694342
Young Adult Fiction
Sourcebooks Fire

$17.99 U.S.
HC

304 Pages

World with translation
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If We Were Us
K. L. Walther

In this coming-of-age romantic contemporary 
novel, friendship, identities, and relationships are 
put to the test.

• Swoony romance: One book, twice the romance! Both protagonists have 
wonderful love stories that the reader will be invested in

• Commercial appeal: This fits in firmly with what’s working right now, high-
concept rom com in the vein of Jenny Han 

• Great setting: Teens love a boarding school setting, and this author gives you 
a real sense of it

K. L. WALTHER was born and raised in the rolling hills of Bucks County, Pennsylvania, surrounded 
by family, dogs, and books. Her childhood was spent traveling the northeastern seaboard to play 
ice hockey. She attended a boarding school in New Jersey much like Bexley and went on to earn a 
bachelor’s in English from the University of Virginia. She lives in Pennsylvania. Visit her at klwalther.
com.

9781728210261
Young Adult Fiction
Sourcebooks Fire

$17.99 U.S.
HC

368 Pages
Ages 14–18

World with translation
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Simple Truths

9781492689690 | $15.99 U.S.
World English | September 2019

9781728210681
June 2020

9781492697176
July 2020

9781492689485
November 2019

9781728217772
World English | November 2020

9781492691488
October 2019

9781728213804
August 2020

9781728210629
April 2020

9781492675228
World English | September 2020

9781492691501
January 2020

9781492694977
March 2020

$16.99 U.S. | HC |  World with Translation (Except Where Noted)

New from Simple Truths and Ignite Reads!

Cause & Effect
Earl Nightingale 

9781728210742 | March 2021

Finish Strong
Dan Green 

9781728225326 | October 2020

The Risk-Taking Experiment
Harlan Cohen 

9781728223469 | January 2021

9781492675280
January 2019

9781492667551
January 2019
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Hello, Fears
Crush Your Comfort Zone and Become Who You’re 
Meant to Be
Michelle Poler 

Based on the social movement 
that went viral! What’s the best 
that could happen if you say 
hello to your fears? 

• In 2016, Michelle founded Hello Fears, a social 
movement to make the world a braver place 
through live events, interviews, and user-generated 
content; she visits schools around the country to 
encourage girls to become their bravest selves: 
#bravegirlsdoitbest

• 20th Century Fox is developing a television show 
based on her project

• She has been featured across various media, such 
as CBS, Buzzfeed, ELLE, CNN, Bustle, Cosmopolitan, 
Rachael Ray, and TEDx.

Michelle has always had a problem with the word fearless. Facing your demons doesn’t mean you’re fearless; it means 
you fear them, but you do it anyway! So for 100 days, she faced 100 of her fears, and the message went viral.  
 
Written in Michelle’s hilarious, honest voice and driven through storytelling, expert interviews, and practical tools, Hello, 
Fears conveys the lessons she learned from facing each fear and inspires readers to make the right choice—the brave 
choice. 
 
For readers of Girl, Wash Your Face and 100 Days of Brave, Hello, Fears is a growth mindset personal development book 
for those who are ready to push past their comfort zone and embrace their fears. 

MICHELLE POLER speaks at companies, schools, and organizations such as 
Google, Facebook, Netflix, and Microsoft. She also hosts a YouTube podcast 
series, Dear Younger Self. Michelle lives in Florida. Visitmichellepoler.com.

9781492688891
Self-Help
Sourcebooks
World with translation

$25.99 U.S.
HC

352 Pages

May 2020
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Chase Darkness with Me
How One True-Crime Writer Started Solving Murders
Billy Jensen, foreword by Karen Kilgariff

The New York Times bestselling true-crime hit, 
now in trade paperback!

• The Murder Squad, the new podcast Billy co-hosts with former detective Paul 
Holes, is currently the #1 podcast in America

• We are living in the golden age of true crime, and Billy has the connections 
and knowledge to become a huge star in the category

• Stories of how Billy has solved cold-case murders through his citizen 
detective work will inspire and fascinate the everyday reader

BILLY JENSEN is an investigative journalist and New York Times bestselling author focused squarely 
on unsolved murders and missing persons. He helped finish Michelle McNamara’s #1 New York Times 
bestseller I’ll Be Gone in the Dark after her untimely death and co-hosts The Murder Squad podcast 
with former detective Paul Holes. Billy lives in Tempe, Arizona.

9781728209876
True Crime
Sourcebooks

$16.99 U.S.
TP

400 Pages

World English
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The Brainwashing of My Dad
How the Rise of the Right-Wing Media Changed a Father and Divided Our 
Nation—and How We Can Fight Back
Jen Senko

An unnerving look at right-wing media and the 
affect it has had on us all—at the family level.

• Based on a documentary of the same name that has won awards, been at 
festivals, and trended in media

• Most Americans are experiencing divisions and turmoil in political 
discussions with family and friends, with many wondering “how can they 
think this?”—and this book provides some insight to the media mechanics 
of the right

• While the content does have a point of view that is unabashedly liberal, the 
ultimate goal of the work is to educate, heal, and bring people back together

JEN SENKO lives in a tight-knit community in the Soho area of Manhattan. Formerly an oil painter, 
she segued into film with her first documentary short, Road Map Warrior Women.

9781728217802
Politics
Sourcebooks

$16.99 U.S.
TP

320 Pages

World with translation
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The Kidnap Years
The Astonishing True History of the Forgotten Kidnapping Epidemic That 
Shook Depression-Era America
David Stout

This shocking, historical true-crime account 
brings to light the illegal activity that many people 
engaged in to make a living during the Great 
Depression: kidnapping.

• Readers of historical true crime like Killers of the Flower Moon and The Man 
from the Train will see The Kidnap Years as a must-read

• David Stout has written for the New York Times and other news outlets for 
decades and won an Edgar Award for his first novel, Carolina Skeletons

DAVID STOUT writes for the New York Times and other outlets and is the Edgar Award–winning 
author of six books. He lives in Washington, DC, with his wife.

9781492694793
True Crime
Sourcebooks

$26.99 U.S.
HC

464 Pages

World English
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The Girl Explorers
How a Group of Globetrotting Women Trekked Flew, and Fought Their Way 
Around the World 
JAYNE ZANGLEIN

The untold stories of women who broke the rules, 
trekked the globe, and changed the world.

• Great hook: Women and STEM (+ art!); the women broke records, discovered 
new species, and widened understanding of different cultures

• Breaking new ground: The story of the four women (and the wider SWG 
organization) has never been told before

• Great research: Author has direct contact with the families and personal 
photographs; additionally, she has retraced the footsteps of some of the 
international travel

JAYNE ZANGLEIn is a labor lawyer and law professor, and the author of four law books.

9781728215242
History
Sourcebooks

$25.99 U.S.
HC

400 Pages

World with translation
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College Admission Essentials
A Step-by-Step Guide to Showing Colleges Who You Are and What Matters 
to You
Ethan Sawyer

A simple, proven, and step-by-step approach to 
taking control of the college admissions process.

• Author is a nationally recognized leading expert on college admissions and 
gives regular workshops at major conferences and high schools across the 
country and is a fantastic self-promoter with an enthusiastic following among 
college counselors

• Author’s first book is among the bestselling books in the category—23K net 
sales in under 3 years; College Essay Guy website and social media get  
4 million weekly impressions

• Differentiates itself from comps by going far beyond the information; content 
is dominated by detailed step-by-step guidance and dozens of activities for 
personalizing and optimizing every step of the admissions process

ETHAN SAWYER has been a certified college essay consultant for ten years and is an active 
member of NACAC and other associations. He received his bachelor’s from Northwestern University 
and his MFA from UC–Irvine. He lives in Los Angeles with his wife and daughter.

9781492678830
College Guide
Sourcebooks

$15.99 U.S.
TP

432 Pages

World with translation
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Fiske Guide to Colleges 2021
Edward B. Fiske

The #1 bestselling college guide, from the most 
trusted expert.

• #1 selling college guide among students, parents, and educators; now 
commanding 73% of the selective college guide market (63% of entire market) 
following PR Best Colleges 2019’s sharp decline

• The Fiske name is synonymous with quality and integrity: readers know they 
can trust the Fiske Guide

• Streamlined data, focusing more on information that reveals school character, 
diversity, and measures against sexual assault; simplifying detailed data 
points on application process

EDWARD B. FISKE served for seventeen years as education editor of the New York Times. He 
created the Fiske Guide to Colleges to give college-bound students and their families better 
information on which to base their educational choices. He lives in Durham, North Carolina.

9781492664963
College Guide
Sourcebooks

$24.99 U.S.
TP

864 Pages

World with translation
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The Trying Years
Jennifer Berney

There are countless paths that lead to family—all that 
matters is finding the right one.

• Fertility is a common issue—9% of men and 11% of women struggle with it in some 
way—but it’s a topic rarely talked about

• This book is perfect for readers seeking alternative perspectives in memoir

• Berney blends her personal narrative with a fascinating deep dive into the history of 
fertility and the queer community’s struggle to build families—this story has yet to 
be shared

JENNIFER BERNEY holds an MFA in creative writing from 
the University of Washington and teaches writing at South 
Puget Sound Community College.

9781728222837
Memoir
Sourcebooks
World English

$16.99 U.S.
TP
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Manager Mom Epidemic
Thomas W. Phelan, PhD

The answer to building a happier family, from the 
author of the two-million-copy international bestseller 
1-2-3 Magic.

• The first new parenting book from international bestselling author Thomas W. Phelan 
in nearly a decade

• Addresses one of the most common and talked-about problems facing modern 
families—the fact that one parent (usually Mom) is responsible for nearly every 
aspect of making daily life run smoothly

DR. THOMAS W. PHELAN is an internationally renowned 
expert, author, and lecturer on child discipline andattention 
deficit disorder. A registered PhD clinical psychologist, he 
appears frequently on radio and TV. Dr. Phelan practices 
and works in the western suburbs of Chicago. Visit 
123magic.com.

9781492694496
Parenting
Sourcebooks
World with translation

$16.99 U.S.
TP

272 Pages
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Growing Up Shared
Stacey Steinberg

The first book to examine the pros and cons of 
“sharenting”—sharing our children’s lives on social 
media.

• Every parent has to decide how to approach this issue but there are few resources 
for concerned parents looking for answers and suggestions

• Stacey Steinberg has written extensively about this topic for the Washington Post, 
USA Today, the Daily Beast, CBS, NPR, the New York Times, and more, and continues 
to get media requests

STACEY STEINBERG is a legal skills professor at the 
University of Florida and is a regular contributor to the 
Washington Post blog On Parenting.

9781492698104
Parenting
Sourcebooks
World English

$15.99 U.S.
TP

240 Pages
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See You at the Campground
A Guide to Discovering Community, Connection, and a Happier Family in the 
Great Outdoors
Stephanie Puglisi, Jeremy Puglisi

A family-friendly guide to planning amazing 
outdoor adventures and building memories that 
will last a lifetime.

• Big hole in the market; there is no commercially published, family-friendly 
camping guide like See You at the Campground currently available

• Stephanie and Jeremy Puglisi are the creators of RV Family Travel Atlas 
blogs, host two popular podcasts, are sponsored by some of the biggest 
brands in the outdoor adventure industry, and have robust social media 
followings

STEPHANIE PUGLISI and JEREMY PUGLISI are the creators of RV Family Travel Atlas and the 
authors of Idiot’s Guides: RV Vacations and See You at the Campground. They live in New Jersey 
and spend eighty-plus nights a year in their RV with their three kids.

9781492694656
Travel
Sourcebooks

$18.99 U.S.
TP

320 Pages

World with translation
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Where Should We Camp Next?
A 50 State Guide to Amazing Campgrounds and Other Unique Outdoor 
Accommodations
Stephanie Puglisi, Jeremy Puglisi

Make your next camping trip the best one yet!

• National parks, road trips, RVs, and camping are on-trend for Gen Xers and 
millenials; even people who have never been camping or aren’t “outdoorsy” 
want to find ways to connect to nature on vacation

STEPHANIE PUGLISI and JEREMY PUGLISI are the creators of RV Family Travel Atlas and the 
authors of Idiot’s Guides: RV Vacations and See You at the Campground. They live in New Jersey and 
spend eighty-plus nights a year in their RV with their three kids.

9781728221694
Travel
Sourcebooks

$18.99 U.S.
TP

320 Pages

World with translation
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Find gratitude and joy while nurturing deeper bonds with your families!Find gratitude and joy while nurturing deeper bonds with your families!

WORLD WITH TRANSLATIONWORLD WITH TRANSLATION

Time CapsuleTime Capsule
978-1-4926-9356-7978-1-4926-9356-7

Spread Your WingsSpread Your Wings
978-1-4926-9360-4978-1-4926-9360-4

We Are So ThankfulWe Are So Thankful
978-1-4926-9361-1978-1-4926-9361-1

Here I Go!Here I Go!
  978-1-4926-9362-8  978-1-4926-9362-8

June 2020June 2020

Take TimeTake Time
978-1-4926-9396-3978-1-4926-9396-3

May 2020May 2020

978-1-4926-9357-4978-1-4926-9357-4 978-1-4926-9358-1978-1-4926-9358-1 978-1-4926-9364-2978-1-4926-9364-2 978-1-4926-9363-5978-1-4926-9363-5

Between Grandma and MeBetween Grandma and Me
978-1-7282-2025-3978-1-7282-2025-3

April 2020April 2020

Love Between Grandpa and MeLove Between Grandpa and Me
978-1-7282-2027-7978-1-7282-2027-7

May 2020May 2020

Love, Grandma and MeLove, Grandma and Me
978-1-7282-2026-0978-1-7282-2026-0

April 2020April 2020

Our Prayer JournalOur Prayer Journal
978-1-7282-2373-5978-1-7282-2373-5

November 2020November 2020
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Carpe F*cking Diem Journal
Seize the F*cking Day
Sourcebooks

What’s the best way to help you get real, blow 
off some steam, and focus on yourself? A sweary 
journal!

• With bestselling planners and stickers all over the market, swearing appears 
to be a trend with no hint of slowing, and now it’s time to take it to the journal 
category!

• No-nonsense but fun tone helps users relieve stress in their day-to-day lives 
while motivating them to write it down and get it together

• Based on the well-received wall calendar and planner, this journal is the 
perfect self-purchase or gift for any foul-mouthed friend

9781728221175
Self-Help
Sourcebooks

$14.99 U.S.
TP

208 Pages

World with translation
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I Am F*cking Radiant
A Self-Care Journal to Help You Ditch the Face Masks, Quit the Bullsh*t, 
and Actually Feel F*cking Better
D. A. Sarac

An irreverent self-care journal to teach readers 
how to take care of their mental, emotional, and 
physical well-being!

• Self-care is a huge trend in the space, a buzzy keyword, and it’s ready for it’s 
sweary comeuppance that’ll redefine the movement to actually help readers

• Touches on top keywords like anxiety, self-love, boundaries, and other areas 
where readers are searching for resources

• Sweary self-help sells! Hitting on two top trends with a fantastic package, 
bright colors, and lots of F-bombs

9781728221076
Self-Help
Sourcebooks

$16.99 U.S.
HC

208 Pages

World with translation
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Dad Jokes

Sourcebooks/Sourcebooks Wonderland | TP | World with translation

9781728205298 | $9.99 U.S.
May 2020

9781728205267 | $7.99 U.S.
May 2020

9781728200200 | $7.99 U.S.
October 2019

9781492675372 | $9.99 U.S.
May 2018
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Rustic Joyful Food: Meant 
to Share
Danielle Kartes, photography by 
Michael Kartes 

“Like me, Danielle realizes that 
food is the great connector—a 
conduit to bring people 
together around the table and 
create new memories.”  
—Rachael Ray 

• Danielle Kartes is a rising star in the food world, 
and this is her first new cookbook to be published 
through a traditional publishing process with a 
robust sales and marketing plan

• Danielle consistently appears on local TV shows and 
the Hallmark Channel and has booked appearances 
on national shows like Rachael Ray

• Connection and community is a strong theme within 
this space that will bring new fans to Danielle’s work

Rustic Joyful Food: Meant to Share, a new cookbook by Seattle food scene favorite Danielle Kartes, centers on the idea 
that life is good right now, in this moment. Despite life’s difficulties, we have the capacity to find joy, and we can share that 
joy through the food we make. Cooking and feeding people is about loving the journey, not having it all put together. It’s 
about laughter and making memories, and it’s about being present, even if the rest of our life is decidedly imperfect. 
 
Rising star Kartes’s new cookbook taps into a deep need to gather with friends and family to share good food and 
laughter and is thematically organized to aid readers in creating meaningful moments with the special people in their 
lives. 
 

DANIELLE KARTES is an author, 
food stylist, and recipe developer 
living in Seattle, Washington, with her 
photographer husband, Michael, and their 
two sweet boys, Noah and Milo. Together, 
the Karteses run their boutique food 
photography business, Rustic Joyful Food, 
and host food styling workshops around 
the country.

9781492697916
Cookbooks
Sourcebooks
World with translation

$29.99 U.S.
HC

256 Pages

May 2020

9781492697879 September 2019
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Available

9781492697893 January 2020  
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One Great Speech
Secrets, Stories, and Perks of the Paid Speaking Industry (And How You 
Can Break In)
James Marshall Reilly

Did you know you could make bank with your 
speaking skills? Go behind the scenes of the 
highly unregulated, very lucrative world of the 
paid speaking industry.

• Intriguing insider insights: A fascinating insider look at the paid speaking 
industry, revealing how speakers position themselves and their stories to 
appeal to audiences willing to pay big bucks for a single speech

• Aspirational and accessible: Extremely aspirational tone that will convince 
even the most stage fright–afflicted person that they could be the next hot 
paid speaker

• Credible celebrity: James Marshall Reilly is the founder of the GUILD Agency, 
which represents speakers such as Blake Mycoskie and Katty Kay and in 
2011 was recognized by the White House as one of the top 100 entrepreneurs 
under the age of thirty—he is a qualified expert on the subject

9781728214283
Business
Sourcebooks

$25.99 U.S.
HC

320 Pages

World with translation
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Rage Yoga
Get Zen as F*ck
Lindsay Istace

An irreverent and hilarious guide to becoming Zen 
as f*ck from the creator of Rage Yoga.

• Swearing sells: Readers continue to respond to cheeky, profane health and 
wellness books

• On trend: From goat and puppy yoga to yoga raves, millennials are flocking 
to yoga hybrids

• Media exposure: Author previously featured on Live! with Kelly & Michael and 
in Shape Magazine, SELF, Cosmopolitan, and Yoga Journal

LINDSAY ISTACE founded Rage Yoga in 2016 and has since taught the viral phenomenon across 
North America and Europe. She is an award-winning circus performer and has trained at the 
International Acrobatic School and with Cirque Du Soleil. She recently began studying pole dancing 
and jiujitsu, as well as training Rage Yoga instructors in the U.S. and Canada. Lindsay Istace lives in 
Edmonton, Alberta, Canada.

9781728221489
Health
Sourcebooks

$16.99 U.S.
TP

280 Pages

World with translation
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JAMES MARSHALL REILLY is an entrepreneur, 
journalist, and founder of the Guild Agency Speakers 
Bureau and Intellectual Talent Management. He lives 
in New York.
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The Last Sailor
A Novel
Sarah Anne Johnson 

In turn-of-the-century Cape 
Cod, a fishing family struggles 
with the fractures caused by a 
tragic accident to a young boy. 
• Written by a Cape Cod native, who is steeped in 

nautical history and maritime lore

• Emotionally gripping dramatic stories of the power of 
the sea and the power of our own choices

• Story of sibling relationships and brotherly bonds

All that Nathaniel Boyd wants is to be left alone on his Cap Cod salt marsh. His hopes of marriage with Meredith Butler 
died years ago, not long after the accidental death of his youngest brother, Jacob. When their father asks the brothers to 
sail a schooner down from Boston to Yarmouth Port harbor, an unexpected passenger causes chaos for all the Boyds. 
Into this unsettled atmosphere their father dies, further upending the world as they know it, forcing Nathaniel to take 
command and sail his own ship. 
 

Sarah Anne Johnson is the author of The Very Telling, The Art of the Author 
Interview, and Conversations with American Women Writers, as well as The 
Lightkeeper’s Wife. Her interviews have appeared in The Writer’s Chronicle, 
Glimmertrain Stories, Provincetown Arts, and The Writer. She has received 
residencies in fiction from Jentel Artists’ Residency Program and Vermont 
Studio Center. She lives in Provincetown, Massachusetts. Find her at  
sarahannejohnson.com.

9781402298530
Adult Fiction
Sourcebooks Landmark
World English

$16.99 U.S.
TP

304 Pages

November 2020

9781402294785 September 2014
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The Arctic Fury
A Novel
Greer Macallister

A dozen women join a secret 1850s Arctic 
expedition—and a sensational murder trial unfolds 
when not all of them come back.

• A brilliant story of a forgotten time in history, a rich period of adventure, 
exploration, and pioneers, this time engineered by the women

• Fascinating premise with complicated characters, a tense murder trial, a 
harrowing expedition, and a brutal, unforgiving land poised to destroy them 
all

• Woman 99 got great reviews, Girl in Disguise was an April 2017 Indie Next 
pick, and Magician’s Lie has sold over 55,000 copies (p+e) and was a Target 
Book Club pick

Raised in the Midwest, GREER MACALLISTER is a poet, short story writer, playwright, and novelist 
whose work has appeared in publications such as The North American Review, The Missouri Review, 
and The Messenger. She is also the author of Girl in Disguise, The Magician’s Lie, and Woman 99. 
She lives with her family on the East Coast.

9781728229058
Adult Fiction
Sourcebooks Landmark

$26.99 U.S.
HC

304 Pages

World English
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Lost at Sea
Erica Boyce

The only thing more heartbreaking than his death, 
is why he went to sea in the first place.

• A gorgeously written, commercially accessible family drama that merges 
domestic mystery with small-town book club

• Explores another spot of regional America (small Massachusetts town on 
the East Coast) where the windswept landscape merges with the emotional, 
domestic hook

• The same lyrical, honest voice that was praise in The Fifteen Wonders of 
Daniel Green that tackles relatable talking points in creative new ways (grief, 
addiction, and the definition of family)

ERICA BOYCE is a graduate of Dartmouth College and Harvard and the author of The Fifteen 
Wonders of Daniel Green. She lives outside of Boston with her husband and a corgi named Finn.

9781492689737
Adult Fiction
Sourcebooks Landmark

$16.99 U.S.
TP

304 Pages

World English
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The Quiet Girl
S. F. Kosa

The only way to find his wife is to trust a girl with 
no memory. A strange, quiet girl now bent on 
revenge.

• Female-led psychological suspense isn’t slowing down, and Readerlink has 
named it a top trend for them and other retail partners

• Fantastic twist that keeps readers turning the pages until the very end, from a 
seasoned writer debuting in the space

• Author is a clinical psychologist who delves into the strange psychological 
realms of her characters, weaving together a tight narrative that touches on 
layers of mental health and trauma

S. F. KOSA is a long-time clinical psychologist. She was born on the West Coast, raised in the 
Midwest, and is now firmly entrenched on the East Coast. This is her debut psychological suspense.

9781728215563
Adult Fiction
Sourcebooks Landmark

$16.99 U.S.
TP

384 Pages

World English
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How to Bury Your Brother
A Novel
Lindsey Rogers Cook

Her brother’s letters reveal everything—if only 
he’d written one to her…

• Fantastic Southern fiction to add to our expanding list—we know how to 
publish layered, Southern family dramas built on an undercurrent of tragic 
secrets

• An immersive upmarket read with a sharp edge of suspense from a debut 
U.S. author we’re hoping to grow

• We have two books from Lindsey, who is a great partner with fantastic ideas 
and connections

LINDSEY ROGERS COOK is an editor at the New York Times, previously at U.S. News and World 
Report. She’s a member of the Women’s Fiction Writers Association. This is her first novel. Lindsey 
lives in New Jersey, across the Hudson River from New York City.

9781728205373
Adult Fiction
Sourcebooks Landmark

$16.99 U.S.
TP

384 Pages

World English
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Do Not Admit
A Novel
Tracy Dobmeier and Wendy Katzman

When you are a mother with power, money, and 
status, which line is the one you won’t cross?

• Super-fun plot with a dark bite perfect for the women’s fiction and suspense 
crossover audience

• College controversy is not only relatable but current

• Written by two women who live in Seattle and based off their own experiences 
(NOT including the attempted murder)

TRACY DOBMEIER and WENDY KATZMAN live in Seattle. Between them, they have undergrad 
degrees from Princeton and University of Michigan, a law degree from UC Berkeley, and careers in 
marketing, nonprofit leadership, and biotechnology law.

9781728216461
Adult Fiction
Sourcebooks Landmark

$16.99 U.S.
TP

352 Pages

World English
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Her Perfect Life
Rebecca Taylor

How well do you really know the ones you love?

• Engaging mystery Explores both small-town America and the glamour and 
romance of the publishing world

• Great commercial voice with characters you can really feel for

• Rebecca Taylor is brilliantly enthusiastic, U.S. based, flexible, and an easy 
author to work with; her agent is connected to a lot of big-name authors

REBECCA TAYLOR lives in sunny Colorado with her husband, two teens, and two tragically spoiled 
dogs. This is her debut novel.

9781728206653
Adult Fiction
Sourcebooks Landmark

$16.99 U.S.
TP

352 Pages

World English
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Darcy Coates

9781728220185
January 2020

9781728220192
April 2020

9781728220208
July 2020

9781728220215
October 2020

The Black Winter series 
from USA Today bestseller 

and rising queen of 
atmospheric horror, 

DARCY COATES!
No one escapes the stillness.

• Established author: Darcy Coates is a USA Today 
bestseller with a strong digital fan base primed to 
break into print

• Retailer support: Barnes & Noble discovered Darcy 
and brought her to Sourcebooks’s exclusive attention; 
they will be a strong partner in her launch and 
continued success

• Compelling read: Classically scary and atmospheric, 
with unforgettable characters

Clare remembers the cold. She remembers dark shapes and a terror 
she can’t explain. When she wakes, aching and afraid in a stranger’s 
gothic home, he tells her she was in an accident. He claims he 
saved her. Clare wants to leave, but a vicious snowstorm has 
trapped them together, and there’s nothing she can do but wait.

He promised they were alone here, but she is convinced that 
something else is creeping about the surrounding woods, watching. 
Waiting. Between the storm and the inescapable sense of being 
hunted, Clare is increasingly certain of one thing: Something is 
waiting for her to step outside the safety of the house. Something 
monstrous, something unfeeling.Something desperately hungry.

s o u r c e b o o k s
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Darcy CoatesDarcy Coates

9781728220161
March 2020

9781728221779
August 2020

9781728220178
May 2020

9781728221786
May 2020

9781728221724
March 2020

9781728221755
May 2020

9781728221809
August 2020

9781728221731
March 2020

9781728221793
August 2020

9781728221748
May 2020

Poisoned Pen Press | Horror | $14.99 U.S. | TP | World with translation
DARCY COATES is the USA Today bestselling author of Hunted, The Haunting of Ashburn House, Craven Manor, and more than a dozen horror and 
suspense titles. She lives on the Central Coast of Australia with her family, cats, and a garden full of herbs and vegetables. Darcy loves forests, especially 
old-growth forests where the trees dwarf anyone who steps between them. Wherever she lives, she tries to have a mountain range close by.

s o u r c e b o o k s . c o m
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The Deadly Hours
Susanna Kearsley, C. S. Harris, Anna Lee Huber, Christine Trent

A stellar lineup of historical mystery novelists 
weaves the tale of a priceless and cursed gold 
watch as it passes through time.

• Kearsley headlines a mystery anthology featuring three other authors, each 
a bestseller in the mystery category; each novella takes place within each 
author’s historical mystery series

• Susanna Kearsley has sold over 945,000 copies; Anna Lee Huber has 250,000 
copies sold; Christine Trent has sold nearly 80,000 copies; C. S. Harris has 
sold over 1 million copies

SUSANNA KEARSLEY is the New York Times and USA Today bestselling author of compelling time 
slip fiction, including The Winter Sea, A Desperate Fortune, and, most recently, Bellewether.

ANNA LEE HUBER is the Daphne Award–winning author of the national bestselling Lady Darby 
Mysteries, the Verity Kent Mysteries, and the Gothic Myths series. 

CHRISTINE TRENT is the author of the Lady of Ashes historical mystery series about a Victorian-era 
undertaker, as well as three other historical novels.  
 
C. S. HARRIS is the USA Today bestselling author of more than twenty novels, including the 
Sebastian St. Cyr mystery series; a thriller series coauthored by former intelligence officer Steven 
Harris; and seven award-winning historical romances.

9781492664444
Mystery
Poisoned Pen Press

$16.99 U.S.
TP

352 Pages

World with translation
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No Woods So Dark as These
Randall Silvis

In this riveting follow-up to A Long Way Down, 
DeMarco investigates a string of grisly murders in 
a case that will shake him to his core.

• The Ryan DeMarco series has netted 130K+ copies over two books and 
continues to gain momentum and new readers

• Randall Silvis’s writing has been consistently praised as being exceptionally 
high quality and transcending the category

RANDALL SILVIS is the internationally acclaimed author of more than a dozen novels, including 
Two Days Gone and the other Ryan DeMarco mysteries. His essays, articles, poems, and short 
stories have appeared in various online and print magazines. His work has been translated into ten 
languages. He lives in Pennsylvania.

9781492665625
Mystery
Poisoned Pen Press

$16.99 U.S.
TP

448 Pages

World with translation
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Island of Secrets
Jeffrey Siger

When corruption lies deep beneath the surface, 
how can the truth come to light? The highly 
acclaimed 10th installment in the Chief Inspector 
Andreas Kaldis series is now in paperback!

• Siger has been nominated for both Left Coast Crime and Barry Awards, and 
made best crime fiction books of 2018 lists for Library Journal and Deadly 
Pleasures Mystery Magazine

JEFFREY SIGER is an American living on the Aegean Greek island of Mykonos. A Pittsburgh native 
and former Wall Street lawyer, he gave up his career to write mystery thrillers that tell more than just a 
fast-paced story. His novels are aimed at exploring societal issues confronting modern-day Greece.

9781464211492
Mystery
Poisoned Pen Press

$15.99 U.S.
TP

352 Pages

World with translation
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Murder in Mykonos
Jeffrey Siger

One woman dead, another missing—and time is 
running out.

• Attractively priced first-in-series edition features author Q&A, reading group 
guide, and introduction by bestselling author Thomas Perry

• Over 67,000 units sold in this series

• Jeff Siger is an internationally acclaimed, award-winning author with 
extensive contacts in the Indie bookselling world who tours extensively to 
promote his work and win new fans

JEFFREY SIGER is an American living on the Aegean Greek island of Mykonos. His Left Coast 
Crime– and Barry Award–nominated novels are aimed at exploring serious societal issues confronting 
modern-day Greece in a tell-it-like-it-is style while touching upon the country’s ancient roots.

9781464214615
Mystery
Poisoned Pen Press

$12.99 U.S.
TP

272 Pages

World with translation
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Cozy Mysteries

9781728213859
$7.99 U.S. | MP 

Hamptons Murder Mysteries, #1
World English

June 2020

9781728213941
$7.99 U.S. | MP 

Hamptons Murder Mysteries, #4
World English
March 2021

9781728213880
$7.99 U.S. | MP 

Hamptons Murder Mysteries, #2
World English
August 2020

9781728213910
$7.99 U.S. | MP 

Hamptons Murder Mysteries, #3
World English

November 2020

9781728205724
$7.99 U.S. | MP 

Seaside Café Mysteries, #4
World with translation

May 2020

9781492684282
$7.99 U.S. | MP 

Italian Chef Mysteries, #2
World with translation

July 2020

9781492684060
$7.99 U.S. | MP 

Stationery Shop Mystery, #2
World with translation

September 2020

Farm to Trouble 
 Amanda Flower

9781492699910 | $7.99 U.S. | MP 
Farm to Table Mysteries, #1

World English
February 2021

9781492687801 | $7.99 U.S. | MP 
Main Street Book Club Mysteries, #2

World English
November 2020

Closely Harbored Secrets 
 Bree Baker

9781728205755 | $7.99 U.S. | MP 
Seaside Café Mysteries, #5

World with translation
December 2020

9781492648444 | $7.99 U.S. | MP 
Chef-to-Go Mysteries, #3

World English
September 2020
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Stealing the Dragon
Tim Maleeny

“Tough, original, compelling—a perfect thriller 
debut.” —LEE CHILD, New York Times bestselling 
author

• Award-winning title: Stealing the Dragon was an IMBA (Independent Mystery 
Booksellers Association) Killer Book of the Month, 2008 Bronze Medal Winner 
of the IPPY Award, and Finalist for the Macavity Award for Best First Novel

• Highly-acclaimed series: Critics and fellow mystery authors alike (Lee Child, 
Marshall Karp) have sung the praises of the Cape Weathers Investigations

• Engaged author: Tim Maleeny travels extensively to promote his books, 
attending major conferences and events at Indy bookstores

TIM MALEENY is the bestselling author of the award-winning Cape Weathers mysteries and the 
comedic thriller Jump, which the Boston Globe called “hilarious” and Publishers Weekly described as 
“a perfectly blended cocktail of escapism.” A former resident of San Francisco, Tim currently lives and 
writes in New York City.

9781464214677
Mystery
Poisoned Pen Press

$12.99 U.S.
TP

272 Pages

World with translation
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Dead End Day
Frederick Weisel

The first in a compelling police procedural series 
that follows Violent Crime Investigations as they 
track a disturbing killer through Santa Rosa.

• First book in a new police procedural series from a debut author that takes a 
fascinating angle on violent crime investigation

• Serial killer novels are always popular, and this one has a strong potential 
serial killer thread

• Weisel’s writing is gripping and intense, pulling the reader right into the high-
stakes world of life-and-death criminal investigation

FREDERICK WEISEL has been a writer and editor for more than thirty years, and his articles have 
appeared in the Boston Globe, Washington Post, and the Christian Science Monitor. He lives with his 
wife in Santa Rosa, California, and shares a birthday with his favorite author, Raymond Chandler. This 
is his debut novel.

9781464214189
Mystery
Poisoned Pen Press

$16.99 U.S.
TP

320 Pages

World with translation
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Poisoned Pen Press—Originals

Fatal Scores | Mark de Castrique
9781464213151 | $15.99 U.S. | TP 

Blackman Agency Investigations, #8
World with translation | March 2021

9781492699149 | $15.99 U.S. | TP 
Gunn Zoo Series, #6
World with translation

March 2020

9781728213972 | $14.99 U.S. | TP 
Art of Murder Mysteries, #2

World with translation
August 2020

9781728214009 | $14.99 U.S. | TP 
Art of Murder Mysteries, #1

World with translation
July 2020

9781728214030 | $14.99 U.S. | TP 
Art of Murder Mysteries, #3

World with translation
March 2021

9781492699439 | $15.99 U.S. | TP 
Lady Adelaide Mysteries, #3

World English
July 2020

9781464212567 | $15.99 U.S. | TP 
Attorny Rachel Gold Mysteries, #11

World with translation
April 2020

Laying Bones | Reavis Z. Wortham
9781464214370 | $15.99 U.S. | TP 

Texas Red River Mysteries, #8
World with translation | January 2020

9781492699095 | $15.99 U.S. | TP 
Posadas County Mysteries, #24

World with translation
March 2020

9781464214646 | $12.99 U.S. | TP 
Rick Montoya Italian Mysteries, #1

World with translation | January 2021

9781464214554 | $12.99 U.S. | TP 
Texas Red River Mysteries, #1

World English
October 2020

The Bones Remember | Sara E. Johnson
9781464213359 | $15.99 U.S. | TP 

Alexa Glock Forensics Mysteries, #2
World English |September 2020

The Death of Valentino | Donis Casey
9781464213502 | $15.99 U.S. | TP 

Bianca Dangereuse Hollywood Mysteries, #2
World with translation | November 2020

The Cold Deep | Mary Anna Evans
9781464214028 | $15.99 U.S. | TP 

Faye Longchamp Archaeological Mysteries, #13
World English | October 2020

9781464214523 | $7.99 U.S. | MP 
Buddy Steel Thrillers, #1

World with translation | September 2020

Saddled with Murder | Eileen Brady
9781464212710 | $7.99 U.S. | MP 

Dr. Kate Vet Mysteries, #1
World with translation | October 2020
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Poisoned Pen Press—HorrorPoisoned Pen Press—Originals

9781492699804
February 2021

9781492699743
August 2020

9781492699774
November 2020

9781492699712
April 2020

$14.99 U.S. | TP | World English
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Poisoned Pen Press—Library of Congress

9781464212956
April 2020

$14.99 U.S. | TP | World English

9781464212987
June 2020

9781464213014
August 2020

9781464213052
February 2021
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Boyfriend Material
Alexis Hall 

In this hilarious LGBTQIA+ 
rom-com, a famous young 
man whose reputation needs 
damage control soon finds his 
fake relationship turning to real 
romance. 
• Fantastic hook: Two tangentially famous young men 

must pretend to date to save their reputations in this 
hilarious LGBTQIA+ rom-com with a quirky fame and 
fandom bent

• Award-winning author: Alexis Hall is a two-time 
Lambda Literary Award finalist and was one of the 
first LGBTQIA+ RITA winners in 2016

When tangentially—and reluctantly—famous Luc O’Donnell is forced back into the spotlight in the worst possible way, 
he has to think fast if he wants to save his floundering reputation. Enter Oliver Blackwood. Stunningly handsome and 
effortlessly put together, Oliver is successful, an ethical vegetarian, and has never appeared in a scandal mag even once. 
In other words, he’s perfect boyfriend material and exactly what Luc needs to appear respectable again. But when their 
fake relationship starts to feel like real romance, Luc and Oliver might have to consider whether they’re willing to fight for 
the truth of their new relationship…scandal, and consequences, be damned. 
 

ALEXIS HALL writes books in the southeast of England, where he lives 
entirely on a diet of tea and Jaffa Cakes. You can find him atquicunquevult.
com, on Twitter @quicunquevult, and on Facebook atfacebook.com/
quicunquevult

9781728206141
Romance
Sourcebooks Casablanca
World with translation

$14.99 U.S.
TP

432 Pages

July 2020
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The Chai Masala Club
Annika Sharma

A fresh, smart series featuring besties of Indian 
descent who find love in the big city. Three best 
friends. Three loves. Three cultural explosions waiting 
to happen.

Born in Delhi and raised in central Pennsylvania, ANNIKA 
SHARMA attended Penn State, graduating with two 
Bachelor’s degrees in Biobehavioral Health and Neuro-
Psychology. Annika currently lives in New York City and 
is pursuing a Master’s degree in Public Health. www.
annikasharma.com

9781492665403
Romance
Sourcebooks Casablanca
World with translation

$14.99 U.S.
TP

352 Pages
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Here for You
Pat Simmons

Life is easier when you have someone to lean on—
emotional, poignant romantic women’s fiction series 
by acclaimed author Pat Simmons.

• Women’s fiction crossover: There is a trend in the romance category toward 
romantic women’s fiction in TP format

• Great premise: Family-centric series hook with universal themes and accessible, 
poignant writing will appeal to a wide audience

PAT SIMMONS is author of more than thirty-five 
inspirational romances. She has worked in various 
positions in radio, television, and print media for more than 
twenty years. For fourteen years, she oversaw the media 
publicity for the RT Booklovers Convention. She lives with 
her husband in Florissant, Missouri.

9781492687672
Romance
Sourcebooks Casablanca
World with translation

$12.99 U.S.
TP

288 Pages
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Conventionally Yours
Annabeth Albert

In this groundbreaking LGBTQIA+ rom-com, two fans 
go head-to-head at a convention where love isn’t the 
only thing at stake.

• Red, White & Royal Blue meets Fangirl in a charming enemies-to-lovers LGBTQIA+ 
rom-com with a quirky fandom bent

• Due to its younger characters and low heat level, it has a strong crossover appeal to 
a YA audience.

ANNABETH ALBERT grew up sneaking romance 
novels under the bedcovers. Now, she devours all 
subgenres of romance out in the open—no flashlights 
required! When she’s not adding to her keeper shelf, 
she’s a multi-published Pacific Northwest romance 
writer. Conventionally Yours joins her critically acclaimed 
and fan-favorite LGBTQIA+ romance #FrozenHearts, 
#OutOfUniform, #Gaymers, #PortlandHeat, and 
#PerfectHarmony series. She lives with her two children 
in Salem, Oregon.

9781728200293
Romance
Sourcebooks Casablanca
World with translation

$14.99 U.S.
TP

400 Pages
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Mistletoe and Mr. Right   |  9781492693161  |  $14.99 U.S.  |  TP  | 352 Pages

Enjoy the View  |  9781728226316  |  $14.99 U.S.  |  TP  | 352 Pages

COMING SOON from SARAH MORGENTHALER

The Tourist Attraction
Sarah Morgenthaler 

First in a laugh-out-loud 
romantic comedy series from 
a debut author Welcome to 
Moose Springs, Alaska! 

• Fantastic hook: Fresh, fun Alaska setting and 
light rom-com feel—a winning mix of two popular 
elements, Alaska + romantic comedy

• Evergreen opposites attract and fish out of water 
tropes: quirky small-town locals clash with wealthy 
resort visitors, saturated with the personality of 
Alaska plus wildlife!

• Author to build: Sarah Morgenthaler is an award-
winning debut author who crafted this series 
exclusively for Sourcebooks.

When Graham Barnett named his diner The Tourist Trap, he meant it as a joke. Now he’s stuck slinging reindeer dogs to 
an endless string of resort visitors who couldn’t interest him less. Not even the sweet, enthusiastic tourist in the corner 
who blushes every time he looks her way…
Two weeks in Alaska isn’t just the top item on Zoey Caldwell’s bucket list. It’s the whole bucket. One look at the mountain 
town of Moose Springs and she’s smitten. But when an act of kindness brings Zoey into Graham’s world, she may just 
find there’s more to the man than meets the eye…and more to love in Moose Springs than just the Alaskan wilderness. 
 

Geologist and lifelong science nerd, SARAH MORGENTHALER is a 
passionate supporter of chocolate chip cookies, geeking out over rocks, 
and playing with her rescue pit bull, Sammy. When not writing contemporary 
romance and romantic comedy set in far off places—Alaska anyone?…Sarah 
can be found traveling with her husband, hiking national parks, and enjoying 
her own happily ever after. Sarah is a two-time Golden Heart finalist and 
winner of the NOLA STARs Suzannah award.

9781728210483
Romance
Sourcebooks Casablanca
World with translation

$14.99 U.S.
TP

416 Pages

May 2020
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Prince of Shadows
Maxym M. Martineau

Fantastic Beasts meets Assassin’s Creed in this 
epic, gripping fantasy series from author Maxym 
M. Martineau.

• Fantasy romance is a growing subgenre, and we know how to sell it—
Amanda Bouchet’s Kingmaker Chronicles has sold 134,554 P+E copies

• Rich, clever worldbuilding + unputdownable writing

MAXYM M. MARTINEAU is an article and social media writer by day and a fantasy romance author 
by night. She earned her bachelor’s degree in English literature from Arizona State University and 
lives with her husband and fur babies in Arizona. Connect with her at MaxymMartineau.com or 
through Twitter and Instagram @maxymmckay.

9781492689416
Romance
Sourcebooks Casablanca

$7.99 U.S.
MP

416 Pages

World with translation
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Starbreaker
Amanda Bouchet

Star Wars meets Robin Hood in a rip-roaring 
sci-fi romance by USA Today bestseller Amanda 
Bouchet.

• The Kingmaker Chronicles has sold over 120,000 P+E copies, hit the list, 
received 10 Starred Reviews, and hit multiple “best books” of the year lists

• Amanda has a rabid fanbase: 4.1 Goodreads stars with nearly 20,000 
ratings; the Nightchaser series has the snappy banter, cool worldbuilding, 
unforgettable characters, and explosive romance that Kingmaker fans love

AMANDA BOUCHET is a USA Today bestselling author of fantasy romance and sci-fi romance. She’s 
a French master’s graduate and former English teacher who lives in Paris, France, with her two 
bilingual children who will soon be correcting her French. For more about Amanda’s books with equal 
parts adventure and kissing, connect with her at amandabouchet.com.

9781492667162
Romance
Sourcebooks Casablanca

$7.99 U.S.
MP

448 Pages

World with translation
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Romantic Suspense/Thriller

$7.99 U.S. | MP

9781728222929
Florida Wildlife Warriors, #2

World with translation
August 2020

Ride the Tide
Julie Ann Walker
9781492608967 

The Deep Six, #3
World with translation

November 2020

Untamed Wolf
Paige Tyler

978172820555 
SWAT, #11

World English
November 2020

Walking the Edge
Sue Ward Drake
978149269751 

Big Easy Bounty Hunters, #1
World with translation

December 2020

9781492661795
Final Hour, #3

World with translation
May 2020

Beyond Power
Connie Mann

Sultry romantic suspense set in Florida’s 
untamed wilderness.
• Stellar reviews from big name authors including Debbie 

Macomber

• Authenticity: As a licensed boat captain living in Florida, Connie 
Mann’s new series will grab readers for an authentic portrayal 
of its setting and authoritative writing

If you dare venture beyond Disney’s magic and Miami’s high-rises, you’ll find 
yourself in Florida’s untamed wilderness. FWC officer and pilot Josh Tanner is 
one of the tough cops needed to manage these rugged areas.

Delilah Atwood barely escaped her ultra-fundamental militia family years ago. 
Now she’s back to save her sixteen year old sister, and no government man is 
going to stop her. Josh isn’t going to stand by and watch Delilah risk her life, but 
unless he can get her to trust him, she may end up being the next victim.

CONNIE MANN is a licensed boat captain. When she’s not dreaming up 
plotlines, you’ll find “Captain Connie” on the waterways, introducing boatloads of 
schoolchildren to their first alligator. She and her husband live in central Florida just 
a stone’s throw from Ocala National Forest.
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Contemporary

$7.99 U.S. | MP

9781492695080
The Blackhart Brothers, #1

World with translation
February 2020

Come Home to Deep River | 
Jackie Ashenden
9781728216867

 Alaska Homecoming, #1
World with translation

July 2020

9781492698616
Fur Haven Dog Park, #2

World with translation
July 2020

Happy Singles Day
Ann Marie Walker

9781728216492
Hashtag Holidays, #1
World with translation

January 2021

9781492688563
Kings of Country, #1
World with translation

March 2020

Calling on Quinn
Blue Saffire

First in a thrilling new Own Voices inter-
racial contemporary romance series from 
bestselling author Blue Saffire.
• Blue Saffire is an award-winning, bestselling author with a 

growing following

• The Blackhart Brothers series features a band-of-brothers hook 
that readers love

• #ownvoices romance with a diverse cast of characters readers 
can relate to

Alicia Rhodes has had a tough year. Now she is ready to move on from her 
troubled past and find happiness in the present. But when handsome Quinn 
Blackhart walks into her driving school—and her heart—her troubles might just 
be starting. 

Quinn Blackhart comes from a sprawling Irish family. As the oldest of three 
brothers, he is a control freak who loves checklists, and the gorgeous driving 
instructor just earned a place at the top of his to-do list. But when the ghosts 
from his past come back to threaten Alicia, he will stop at nothing to keep the 
woman he loves safe. 

As a young girl, BLUE SAFFIRE’s mother introduced her to the world of love and 
music through movies, but once she got her hands on books, an author was born. 
With more than thirty contemporary romance novels and novellas under her belt, 
she’s now an award-winning, bestselling author. She lives with her husband on 
Long Island.
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Contemporary/Historical WesternContemporary

$7.99 U.S. | MP

9781492694212
Moto Grand Prix, #1

World with translation
July 2020

The Outlaw’s Daughter
Margaret Brownley

9781728214511
Garrett Family Saga, #1
World with translation

September 2020

9781492695028
Smokin’ Hot Cowboys, #6

World with translation
March 2020

9781492658177
Texas Rodeo, #6

World with translation
June 2020

9781492689119
Creedence Horse 

Rescue, #1
World with translation

June 2020

Fearless
Katie Golding

First in a high-octane cowboy romance, 
where highly competitive racers find 
themselves torn between the glitz of the 
international stage and the ranches they 
call home.
• Katie Golding has a uniquely authentic voice; she is plugged into 

the MotoGP world and has a wealth of information at her fingertips

• Strong series hook: hometown cowboys plus the glitz and glamor 
of international MotoGP, with tropes romance readers love

• Phenomenal writing that strikes the perfect balance of heart, 
humor, and (moderate) heat

King may be smiling under his black Stetson as he waves for the MotoGP press 
corps, but the plain truth is the motorcycle racer is hurting: for his horse back in 
Memphis, for his girl with one boot out the door, and thanks to an injury that’s not 
getting any better.

With his racing contract contingent on his latest injury remaining a secret, Billy 
bolts home at the end of the international circuit—resolved to heal, and ready to 
win fellow racer Taryn’s heart a second time. Hopefully, before the love of his life is 
gone for good. But broken hearts don’t heal overnight, and the cost of forgiveness 
is sky high…unless Billy can prove his heart is home to stay.

KATIE GOLDING writes high-octane romance about complicated people always 
searching for the next thrill ride. She lives in Austin, Texas with her beloved husband 
and son.
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Historical/Regency

$7.99 U.S. | MP

9781728200323
Prince Charlie’s Angels, #1

World with translation
June 2020

9781728200088
Lords of the Armory, #1

World English
February 2020

9781728220628
The Duke’s Sons, Prequel

World English
June 2020

Highland Gladiator 
Kathryn Le Veque

9781728210100 
Scots and Swords, #1

World English
August 2020

Truly Madly Plaid 
Eliza Knight

9781728200354 
Prince Charlie’s Angels, #2

World with translation
December 2020

s o u r c e b o o k s

87

The Rebel Wears Plaid
Eliza Knight

They’re prepared to give up everything 
in the fight for their country. A rebellion 
could cost them not only their lives—but 
their hearts.
• Eliza Knight is an award-winning, USA Today bestselling indie 

author of sizzling historical romance with over one-half million 
units sold

• Each book features a heroine based on a real historical figure 
and evergreen tropes that readers love

By day, Lady Jenny Mackintosh helps her widowed mother manage their 
Highland estate. By night, she risks her life to raise troops, weapons, and coin 
for the Jacobite rebellion. On one late-night missions, she is confronted by a 
handsome warrior who happens to be vying for the other side...

Toran Fraser is hell-bent on taking down the Jacobites responsible for his 
mother’s death. When he’s intercepted by Jenny and asked to join her cause, 
he agrees, knowing she can help him uncover the truth. He never expected she 
would be his enemy... 

ELIZA KNIGHT is an award-winning and USA Today bestselling author of over 
fifty sizzling historical romances. Under the name E. Knight, she’s known for 
riveting tales that cross landscapes around the world. When not reading, writing, 
or researching, she chases after her three children. In her spare time she likes 
daydreaming, wine-tasting, traveling, hiking, and visiting with family and friends. She 
lives in Maryland.
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Paranormal RomanceHistorical/Regency

$7.99 U.S. | MP

9781728229287 
Stormbringer, #1

World with translation
December 2020

9781728205618
STAT, #1

World English
May 2020

9781492697756
Wolff Brothers, #1

World with translation
February 2020

9781492697787
Billionaire Wolf, #3

World with translation
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First in a thrilling new paranormal trilogy 
from award-winning author Isabel Cooper.
• Isabel Cooper is a noted paranormal romance author with multiple 

starred reviews

• Rich, clever worldbuilding plus unputdownable writing

• Bridges the gap between paranormal and fantasy, with a hook that 
will appeal to fans of Netflix’s The Witcher

Pursuing her latest quarry deep into the wilderness, Sentinel Darya finds herself 
in an ancient city. As she makes her way through ruined buildings and abandoned 
courts, dodging traps and fighting monsters, she comes upon a handsome warrior 
in ancient clothing, held in a deathlike sleep by unfamiliar magic—magic that her 
enchanted sword breaks on contact. She’s shocked to discover this is Amris, a 
warrior from the last great battle against the forces of the Traitor God ages ago. 
The man he trapped in stasis with him is gone, and his absence can only mean 
one thing: the Traitor is gathering his armies again, and the storms are returning.

ISABEL COOPER lives in Boston, where she spends her 
days editing technology research and her nights doing 
things best not discussed here. (Actually, she plays a lot 
of videogames.) Her home city involves more diners than 
intrigue, which is fine by her.You can find her sporadically 
updated blog at isabelcooper.wordpress.com.
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